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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUE DAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 17, 1903
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TERRITORIAL
WMAKERS
Forty-fir- st
Days'
of
Legislature.

EXEMPTION

LAW PASSED

COUNCIL

Governor Signs Bills Roosevelt Entertainment Appropriation Failed.
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M.. March 17 Both
houses are busily engaged in clearing
the calendars of bills, and each is almost ready to adjourn.
FORTY-FIRS-

DAY, MONDAY,
MARCH 16, 1903.

The Council.
(Saturday's Afternoon Session.)
As soon as the council passed the appropriation b'.ll as amended, Mr. Fall
suggested that the finance and the
steering committees be authorized to
go to the house and ask the appointment of a committee or the naming of
the sa.ne committees in the house, to
confer on the points on which the two
branches differed. He said he did so to
save time as, if the bill took Its regular
course, It would have to be entirely
to be sent to the house and,
should there again be a difference in
conference, It would have to be copied
again. He believed If representatives
of the two branches got together before the bill was returned to the bouse
and reached an agreement, it would
not be necessary to make all the
copies named. The council agreed with
him and the two committees at once
went to the house and stated the object of their coming.
"The council took a recess subject to
the completion of the work of the committee. At 6 o'clock as the committees
were still In session and there was no
prospect of an immediate agreement,
the council adjourned until Monday
morning at 10 o'clock.

clared that it is not the poor man who
is beating the territory out of the
taxes but the man with property, the
man who owns the money.
The bill was passed by a vote of 8 to
4. Messrs. Albright, Hughes, Jaramillo
and Spicss, voting against, it.
By unanimous consent, house bill
No. 208, an act relating to the management of the Tecolote land grant, was
then taken up and passed uuanlmous-l.v- .
The council then took a recess until
2:30 in the afternoon.
( Monday's
Afternoon Session.)
The council was called to order after
2:30 and house bill No. 120. the osteopathy bill, was referred to a special
committee, consisting of Mr. Duncan.
Mr. Duncan reported a substitute for
the bill which Is more comprehensive
and It was passed.
The council then took a recess subject to the call of the president. The
council was called to order to take up
house bill No. 143, an act providing for

(Continued on page three.)

bill, passed the legislative council. The
bill was the chief political feature of

the session. It takes the business of
incorporating
foreign
corporations
from the office of the secretary and
puts it in the office of the auditor, converting heavy fees of the secretary of
the Interior treasury. The laws of this
territory are more lenient than those
of New Jersey towards corporations
and business Is increasing so rapidly
that It promises to provide revenue
enough to defray most of the expense
of the government.
New Census Director.
Washington, March 17. The president has tendered the position of director of the census to S. N. D. North,
formerly chief statistlcan of manufactures of the census bureau, to succeed Director Merrlam, resigned. Mr.
North has accepted and will enter upon
his duties some time In May.

Confederate Captain Dead.
Dallas, March 17. Capt. B. N. Boren,
a prominent merchant of Dallas, died
of heart trouble last night. Captain
Boren served through the civil war In
the confederate army and was well
known in the southern states.
A

TWO WOMEN.

Sent to Penitentiary for Using Improper Language.
New York, March 17. Two women
have been sentenced In the court of
special sessions In Brooklyn In Brooklyn to serve ten months in the penitentiary for using improper language on
the streets.
On pronouncing
sentence Judge
Keady said: "I em determined to prevent such occurances as this In the future. If this thing Is to bo tolerated
how will It be possible for respectable women to walk In the streets without having their ears and sensibilities
shocked. If you come here again I
shall punish you to the full extent of
the law."

Boston Wool Market
Boston, March 17. The volume of
RAILROAD CHANGES.
ttade in wool this week Is pronounced
fair, with many Inquiries received
from manufacturers.
Prices are genThe New Division Superintendent, F. erally steady with indications that
there will be no immediate break.
J. Easley, Here Last
Fine territory wools are fully as firm
as previous quotations with a very fair
demand. Fine staple, 5255; fine meA FEW INTERESTING
dium. 4850; medium, 4546.
FACTS.

delightful, Santa Fe will undoubtedly
make a good Impression. Luncheon
may be served at the Palace hotel to
which representative citizens, officials
and members of the press will probaBeing Generally Celebrated in bly be Invited. The visiting party may
take breakfast at the executive mansion. Of course this Is the outline of a
All Quarters.
probable program, as the wishes of the
visitors will be paramount. Governor
Otero and a reception committee will
IRELAND'S PATRON SAINT HONORED probably meet the presidential train as
it enters the territory and will accompany It to the border of Arizona.
Last evening. Governor Otero, Major
Arguments In Wabash Injunction are
W. H. H. Llewellyn, who will be chief
marshal of the day In connection with
Now in Progress.
the festivities. Mayor Sparks and others interested met at the executive
plans for the
INCREASED PAY FOR B ISLINGTON MEN mansion to discuss the
president's reception. These will be
made public very soon so that arrangeLondon, March 17. Not for N ments can be made for excursion
many years has Loudon witness- - N trains and the gathering and entertainment of a vast crowd in the Capital
ed more general observance of St.
city
on May 5.
Patrick's day than that of today. N
The president has completed his ItThe Irish flag was flying from
inerary for his contemplated trip to
many public buildings, special
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn
California.
were
In
held
services
the Cathotelegram
from Delegate
a
received
lic churches, and the shamrock
Bernard S. Bodey yesterday announcwas seen everywhere. The Irish
ing this fact and stating that the prestroops at the various garrisons
ident's schedule Includes a visit to the
had a day's leave. In accordance
old city of Santa Fe on May
historic
with precedent Queen Alexandria
5, and that the Intention is to spend
sent to the Irish troops on duty
three hours in the forenoon here, and
in London and vicinity a large
also a visit to Albuquerque. Other
quantity of shamrocks, which
telegrams
were received, including
were distributed to the men at pamessages to Governor Otero, but these
rade this morning.
were of a personal nature and therefore cannot be made public. The tele17.
Dublin, March
The birthgrams were answered immediately and
day anniversary of Ireland's patexpressed
the Joy of New Mexico and
ron paint was celebrated In Dubof Santa Fe at being honored In this
lin today with the customary enmanner and extending a hearty welthusiasm. Flags were flying evcome.
erywhere, business was suspendFortunately, there will be plenty of
ed and in other ways the day was
time to place Santa Fe In Its best light
observed as a general holiday.
and to make the reception notable and
The F.arl and CounteBS of Dudley
memorable In the annals of the oldest
witnessed the parade from Dubcity In the United States.
lin castle In company with a large
number of distinguished guests.
ARGUMENTS COMMENCED.

ST. PATRICK'S

DAY

New York, March 17. St. Patrick's day In Greater New York
was marked this year by the largest parade of the kind ever seen
here. Heretofore the Ancient Order of Hibernians In bfxn left to
shoulder the celebration almost
alone, but this year nearly every
Irish organization in the city took
part. Mayor Low headed the procession and in line were several
regiments of the state guard, civorganizations
ic and
without number and a lirge number of Catholic church societies.
It Is estimated that nearly 50,000
men were In line.

Almost Ready.
(Monday Morning's Session.)
Washington,
F. J. Easley, recently
March 17. Commistransferred
After prayer In the council, the appropriation bill was brought up for ac- from superintendent of the middle di- sioner Carroll D. Wright, recorder of
today
tion and was passed as agreed upon in vision of the Santa Fe, with headquar- the coal strike commission, said was
work
of
the
commission
the
that
conference. It was at once sent to the ters at Newton, Kan., to superintend- nearly
concluded and the report would
house and the council took a recess ent of the New Mexico division of the
In the hands of the president withsubject to the call of the chair.
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Las be
a
Chicago, March 1". There was
After the recess, house Joint resolu- Vegas, came down over this end of in few days.
no St. Patrick's day parade In
11,
No.
tion
providing for the extra pay the latter division last evening for the
Chicago today, but in various othCRITICAL AT MEMPHIS.
of the president of the council and first time in his official capacity. He
er ways the observance was genspeaker of the house for their services was accompanied by F. C. Fox, the re
eral among the
after the session closes, was passed.
tiring superintendent, and was met
of the city. Special services were
The governor reported having sign- here by Superintendent J. F. McNally,
held lu all the Roman Catholic
ed council bill No. 115. the sheep'sanl-tar- of the Rio Grande division. The gen- Mississippi and Ohio Rivers Still
churches and this evening a numboard bill; council bill No. 83, an tlemen from the north arrived about 6
Causing Trouble.
ber of patriotic banquets are
act to authorize cities to collect gar o'clock on a special. Mr. McNally
bage; council bill No. 91, an act relat Joined them In Mr. Easley's private car
scheduled,
ing to the membership of the board of and a consultation was held.
CONDITION AT GREENVILLE, MISS.
equalization; council bill No. 41, an act
Pittsburg. March 17. St. PatMr. Easley and Mr. McNally needed
relating to the desecration of the Am no Introduction, as they were for a
rick's day was observed with
l
erican flag; council bill 52, an act re- number of years brother employes of
services lu all the Roman
Washington, March 17. The river
lating to foreign corporations; council the Rio Grande division under H.
Catholic churches. For the first
U. situation
in the Memphis district has
bill 12!), an act relating to Jails; coun- Mudge, now general manager
time In four years the rival facof
the
become critical. The stage this morncil bill 23, an act relating to bonded in- entire Santa Fe system,
tions of the Irish societies were
superining is 39.4, a rise of .5 of a foot since
debtedness; council bill 110, an act re- tendent of that division. then
brought together with the result
lating to building, saving and loan asMonday
morning
and 1.1 above the
In fact Superintendent
that a parade of Immense proporEasley,
as
high
water stage
sociations; house bill 121, an act for did Superintendent
tions was held. The line of march
began falling tendency. of 1898, but with a
the construction of a road from Santa his railroad career on McNally,
Unofficial reports of
led through Smithfield. Washingthe
Rio
Grande
Fc to Las Vegas; house bill 124, an act division. He
the breaking of the levees north of
ton and other leading down town
to prevent county officers from becom- as operator, worked Oil that division Memphis have been received. These
stee!.3 and nil along the inarch
dispatcher,
train
train breaks, If extensive, will
ing sureties for others; house bill 147, master,
doubtless
the paraders were gceted with enconductor
and
several
other
an act relating to public highways; capacities.
modify the conditions somewhat and
thusiasm.
As conductor
was
he
house bill 40, an act regarding the use known as "Crying
Nana" and bore the the maximum stage will be slightly
of political emblems.
brunt of a great many Jokes. But al- under forty feet.
Council bill No. 170, an act to pro- - ways a
Below Helena, the situation Is unfavorite, he gradually climbed
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
vine ror the refunding of Santa Fe the railroad ladder.
changed. The stage at VickBburg Is 49
He
is
protege
a
county indebtedness, was called un. of
feet,
a
.2
rise of
of a foot, while at
Mr. Mudge, as Is Sweet. McNally
There were a few amendments report- and a
New Orleans the river is stationary at
ed, but Mr. Fall said the only one of ta Fe number of other prominent San- 19.2 feet. The Louisiana tributaries He Will
officials.
Visit New Mexico May 5, En
Superintendent Easany Importance Is that which provides ley
has a large
of friends in continue to rise, the Shrevcport gauge
that no other county In the territory New Mexico who number
31.9
reaching
feet this morning.
Route to California,
shall be taxed to meet the bonds of In- him, yet a great are glad to welcome
The Ohio is falling except at
terest. Mr. Fall explained that under people are sorry many of these same where the decline will probably Cairo.
begin
to see Mr. Fox leave.
the provisions of the bill the railroad
today.
The consultation
BE IN ALBUQUERQUE TWO HOURS.
lasted
several
debt could be reduced from $137,000 to hours.
Superintendent Easley and
$262,000 and the Interest from 6 to 3 Mr. Fox
Condition
Better.
north In a car atper cent He explained that the bill tached to returned
Greenville, Miss., March 17. The
passenger train No. 8, and
appointment
river here last night stood within one From New Mexican.
authorizes the
of a com- Superintendent McNally
President Koohevclt will be in Santa
returned to foot of the 1897 mark, but with a few
mission to adjust the debt, but the his headquarters
Fe on May 5. Ho will arrive over the
at San Marclal on more days
only responsibility the territory as- passenger
of sunshine and enough
Santa Fe railway ut 9 o'clock in the
train No. 27.
sumes is that, in case of the failure of
In the rumor that preceded the men to work on the levees, the people forenoon and will leave again at noon
county
protected
by
officers
to
taxes,
collect the
the long line of earth- - lie win
the
make a stop of two or three
the territorial machinery shall be put w;; su,;;
"
hours that same afternoon at AlbuIn motion to do so. The bill was pass- me
querque. No other stops are scheduled
middle division. This has not
ed by 11 to 1, Mr. Jaramillo voting no. been confirmed,
lor New Mexico as far as known. The
although Mr. Fox was
A Special Effort.
64,
granting
$200
an
act
House bill
recently shown over that division. It
will pass Las Vcgav at 5 o'clock
train
This
"St.
In
day
mornPatrick's
the
exemption to all heads of families, was was stated here
in the morning and Is to stop only long
night that Mr. Fox ing" was greeted at the Phoenix
last
s
reported by the judiciary committee would not go to
nough to take water, but the Meadow
the middle division,
store with one of the most beauMr. Spiesa but would
without recommendation.
leave the service of the tifully decorated windows ever shown city will extend an urgent invitation to
spoke against the bill ami said he santa e.
was only a
tlie president to stop longer.
could not understand how it is possible as to whetherit or not it is rumor, and , In the cley. B. Frank Fillmore, the
Kxtenslve preparations will be made
not
true
has
certainly
has
rinnn
hlmuoir
artist.
for auyone to Justify a vote for the as yet been substantiated,
by Santa IV to receive
bill. Ho said that the poor man who was investigated vigorously although it proud in its production. Not only are and his party, which willthe president
Include Sec
the decorations superb and done with
had no homestead or other property,
Mr. Fox left
Vegas this morn- extravagant taste, but the goods and retary of War Root and Secretary to
did not need protection, because he ing for Topeka, where
he Is to report fabrics shown are choice in selection. the President Win. I.oeb. The presihad no property to protect. Mr. Fall to Geneial Manager Mudge.
dent will be asked t" make an address
It is a worthy effort.
replied that he believed all should be
from the capitol sups. He will be
treated alike. He said formerly there
Arizona Legislation.
Metal Market.
the points of interest In Santa
was a $300 exemption and he believed
Phoenix, Ariz.,
March 17. The
New York, March 17. Lead, quiet, F'e and as by Mav 5 orchards will be in
the poor should be protected. He de- house measure known as the Cowan fl.cm; copper, dull, $14.7513.011.
full bloom and the weather ought to be
semi-militar- y

y

at Hearing of Wabash
Injunction.
St. Louis, March 17 Arguments
were begun this morning In the United
States district court before Judge El
mer B. Adams upon the motion of the
defendants to dissolve the temporary
injunction Issued two weeks ago by
Judge Adams, restraining the officers
of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen from ordering a strike of
the members of these organizations
employed by the Wabash railroad. All
the prominent officials of both labor
organizations were present and both
sides to the controversy were represented by a strong array of legal counsel.
Many Interested

STRIKE

SITUATION.

Very Dark in Colorado

Peabody Will

Uphold the Law.
TROOPS

TO

REMAIN.

spe-cia-

rzrz

dry-good-

Denver, March 17. At 4 o'clock this
afternoon, 1,500 miners working on
Cripple Creek properties which ship
to the Standard mill at Colorado City,
will probably strike. A committee of
business men headed by Mayor Franklin, of Victor, are now In conference
with the loading men of Colorado
Springs, urging that Manager McNeill
be Induced to accept the union's proposition looking to arbitration. The general sentiment Is that the mediators
will fall and that McNeill will insist
that those properties which are under
contract to ship to his mill carry out
their agreements. Manager Peck, of
the Portland mill, who signed an agreement with the union, made an appeal
to the county commissioners for protection, alleging the union men made
threats against the non union
This is denied by union men, but
the governor has decided to keep the
troops at Colorado City. He said today:
"I have taken the position that the
peace of the state must be preserved
and I will hold to it if It takes every
aMe bodied man In the state to do so.
The newspapers can roast me as much
ss they please. It will not cause me
to alter my determination to uphold
the law at all hazards."
Burlington Gives Increase.
Burlington, Iowa, March 17. The of
ficials of the Burlington system announced an increase of 10 per cent in
the pay of station agents, telegraph
operators and others who have not yet
been given an increase. The increase
will be effective April 1, and is entirely
voluntary on the part of the company.
Tom Johnson Renominated.
Cleveland, March 17 Tom L. John
son was renominated for mayor by acclamation at tho democratic convention today.

NUMBER

Of,

LAUNCHING OF
SHAMROCK III
The British Challenger for
the American Cup.

EVACUATION DAY AT BOSTON, MASS.

Waring Factions In City Government

or

Parkersburg, W. Va.
Glasgow, March 17. Shamrock III.
was launched at 1:15 today. An examination of Shamrock III., as the
yacht was revealed In the launching
shed confirmed the previous dispatches
of the Associated Press on the subject
and showed that Fife had struck out
boldly on entirely level lines, Instead
of trying to tinker or Improve on either
of the previous Llpton challengers:
Like her predecessors, however, the
Shamrock III. Is built close up to the
ninety-foo- t
water line limit. Her length
over all Is 140 feet. The most striking
feature of the challenger Is her ex
tremely short fin. It Is just twenty
feet long. Her draught Is nineteen
feet and the fin Is almost level along
the lottom. American wheel steering
for the first time replaces the British
tiller and the lesson learned with the
Shamrock II., through her pounding in
head seas, had led to a longer and
finer drawn bow, giving the challenger
the appearance of being a boat capable
of negotiating comfortably any moderate sea. There are daring novel
features In the design, the effect of
RED MEN REORGANIZE.

Navajo Tribe No. 3 Organized Last
Night-Offic-

ers

Elected.

RAISING UP OF CHIEFS MARCH

30.

which cannot be accurately gauged.'
except by actual trial.
After the
launching. Sir Thomas Llpton said to
a correspondent of the Associated

Press:

"My third, and perhaps my last attempt at lifting the America's cup, will
be the most serious and I think hopeful
of my efforts. The Reliance may beat
us, but it will not be because I have
not got the best loat British brains and
workmen can produce.
"If the cup stays In America, It will
stay there because of the extraordinary
genius of the American yacht build-

ers."

EVACUATION DAY.
Being Observed in

the City of Boston
Today.
Boston, March 17. The observance
of the 127th anniversary of the evacuation of the town of Boston by the
British on Sunday. March 17, 1776,
brought about by the Continentals la
fortifying Dorchester Heights and
Hooks Hill, was celebrated with unusual spirit today. The program (nclud- ed appropriate exercises in the public
schools, speech making and a parade.
with the usual salutes, the flying ot
flags and the ringing of bells. As usual, the celebration centered chiefly
around South Boston,
Gen. Nelson A. Miles was the guest
of honor and one of the central figures.
In the day's festivities. The celebration began at sunrise with a salute ot
twenty-onguns. During the forenoon
anniversary exercises were held In the
public schools and pilgrimages to Dorchester Heights were conducted by
several patriotic societies. The principal feature of the day, however, was
the parade, which waj held this afternoon. In honor ot the anniversary and
In order that tho participation, la. th
occasion might
n genqrayas. pob-8lLiosl ot the stores l
.

'

e

Navajo Tribe No. 3, Improved Order
of Red men, reorganized, met last night
In Knights of Pythias hall and besides
electing to membership and initiating
several new candidates the following
officers were elected to serve for the
term ending June 30, 1903:
Sachem Arthur J. Mitchell.
Senior Sagamore Geo. W. Deutsch- .
- ail the schools
ni an.
th
.
v..., nvio Biru a nun nouuay.
Junior Sagamore
Shortly before 2 o'clock the start of
Chirr pf Record -- f.Oral
Roberts. the procession from City Point, South
Chief oMVampum John 8. Beaven. Boston, was announced by
the boom-in- e
Prophet Benjamin P. Adams.
of cannon, The blue jackets
Trustees Charles L. Keppler, eight- the w.irshlps Bancroft., Topska from
"and
een months; Chi."!'4 Whiting, twelve Nashville, which vessels had been sent
month; Walter J. Taylor, six nionllll iir by the navy department for the
On Monday evening, March 30, the celebration, formed a conspicuous dinewly elected officers will be raised to vision of the parado.
The parade
office by the great lncohonee, assisted inarched up South Broadway, South
by the organizer. Chief Hermann, af Boston, around Dorchester
Heights
ter which a banquet will be served in and back to Boston, where it passed
the banquet room of the Knlehtn nf the common, state house and city hall.
Pythias hall. The initiation for char- General Miles, Governor Bates and
ter members Is very low, and to en- Mayor Collins reviewed the parade,
able those who wish to take advantage which ended at FanueJI hall, where
of it an opportunity to join, the char- luncheon was served. The celebration
ter will lie kept open until the next concludes thlH evening with the customary patriotic banquets and a gen
meeting:
eral Illumination ot the South Boston
UNITED STATES SENATE.
Chamber of Commerce.
e-

gouKt

V8'

Washington, March 17. The senate
met at 11 o'clock today and went Into
executive session after the Journal
was read and approved.
Shortly after tho doors were closed,
Mr. Money offered a substitute for the
fourth article of the treaty which disavows any Intention on the part of
tho United States to Increase its terri
tory at the expense of South or Cen
tral America, his Is one of the two
amendments on which the democrats
have decided to agree to as a unit.
The amendment was supported by
Senators Bacon, Teller, Daniel, Mor
gan, Baliey and others. Spooner anil
Hoar opposed. At 3 o'clock the vote
was taken on the Money amendment
and it was defeated by a party vote.
Discussing Questions.
Columbus, Ohio, March 17. Promi
nent business men from all parts of
the state were present todav and took
part In the discussions of the annual
meeting of the Ohio State Board of
Commerce. The discussions covered a
wide range of subjects, but all aimed
at improving the welfare oi the state
and its people. Good roads, the uni
formity of public accounting laws, and
the want of a uniform law for warehouse receipts were discussed at considerable length, aud the three consti
tutional amendments to be voted on at
the state election next November also
came in for much attention.

LIVELY TIMES.

Mayor and City Council at Parkers
burg at War with Each Other.
Parkersburg, W. Va., March 17.
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad, claiming the right under an ordinance
adopted In 1852, brought a force of
men Into town before daylight today
and began to lay a track for five
blocks over one of the principal streets
of the city.
The fire department was called out
and poureil such a stream of water on
the men that they had to abandon the
work.
A clash occurred
between Mayor
Vandervort, who Is attorney for the
Baltimore & Ohio, ami the city coun-

cil.
Tlie mayor had directed the police
and fire department not to interfere
with building of the track, but the counThe
cil countermanded his orders.
city council held a Bpecial meeting at

10 o'clock, at which impeachment pro
ceedings were begun agulnst the may
or. He was suspended from office and
Injunction proceedings were begun.
t alis have been Issued for men to protect the street from any further Interference and hundreds are responding.

New

Money Market.
York, March 17. Money

on.

call steady at C per cent; prime mercantile paper at 6 per cent; silver,
4814.

.

DAllf

THE ALBUQUERQUE

A

GOOD

BAG!

HOT WATER

HAVE YOU A GOOD ONE?

.

Call and let us show you good honest values In Hot Water Bags,
Fountain Syringea, Combination Syrlnget, Atomizers, etc. We sell
them on a poaitive guarantee for perfect workmanship and durability.

B. H. BRIQOS & CO.,
ALVARADO PHARMACY

PROPRIETORS

effect that the legislature had repealed the city charter of Albuquerque
and appointed Frank HubbcII, Tom
Publishers
HUGHES & McCUEllJHT,
Hughes and George Albright a commitKclltor tee to run things for us until we prom
Thou. Muphra
W. T. McCrelght....Mgr. and Ctty Editor ise to be good, is not true or more
properly we should say, it Is premaPublished Daily and Weekly.
ture, for the legislature still has three
days to live, and no authority short of
divine provitUnee would dure to preUN ON
LA BE L
dict what it may do during those three
days. Hut we shall not be surprised
at anything."
Dispatches
Afternoon
Associated Press
NEWSPAPERS.
Largest City and County Circulation MERCHANTS AND
A newspaper reflects the buBinessB
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation interests of a town In its advertising
columns. A business man looking for
Terms of Subscription.
a location always examines newspa
Copies of this pnper may p found on pers to see him his particular line Is
fll at WaKhlnittim in the ofllee of our lepresented.
If he Is a druggist and
tiprrUI correspondent. K. O. SiKgers, 81S
K street N. W., Washington D. C.
sees no advertisement by druggiBts he
are none, or ,lf there
$6.00 concludes there
Dally, by mall, one year
3.00 are, they are all dull. If he Is a doctor
Jhilly, by mall, nix months
l.M or a lawyer, he looks over the profes
Dally, by mail, three months
60
Dally, by mall, one month
75 sional cards to see If his profession Is
Daily, by carrier, one month .
2.00
Weekly, by mall, per year...-Prospective buyers like
represented.
In
Dally
Citlcen will be delivered
The
the city at the75 low rateperof 20 rents per an Invitation to come and trade with
week, or for
cents
month, when
professional
f.td monthly. These rates are lees than merchants. A card of the
those tf any other dally paper in the ter man Is Just as essential as the sign In
ritory.
front of his door. It is not a question
of being able to get along without it.
A hardware man need not heat his
store to keep things from freezing. He
might have a looth out on the street
or at a skating rink, and do a lot of
business, instead of paying rent at his
store and buying fuel to heat It with,
but it might not be economy to do so.
Advertising Is not a luxury, but rather
an economic proposition recognized by
all tho best and most successful bust- ness men the world over.

JJJbuqucrfjue Dniftj

ifijcn

I

I

Ayers
Hair Vigor
you like to look, old! Have

young hair and keep
young. Ayer's Hair Vigor
always restores color to
gray hair and stops falling
hair. Sold for 60 years.
Atr Co.,

17

1903

H

LOCAL HAPPENINGS.

Mr f thr had bn
nffrF from lick 1ift4afi..
forth last twentr-Aand neror found any
yrs
George E. Brewer, the Insurance roller antii ha bgin taking roar laftearrti. Btnca
Catraratt ba haa narar had
bran taktnf
agent, went to Santa He this morning. hthabn
They hava antlrelr eared him.
halBRha
do what ron recommend thtm to do, I
Jacob Korber, of Korber & Co., was Caicarett yon
priTiicfa or mine hit nam a."
the
t"ft
pasenger for the capital this morn- M. IHckaon, U Kaalnar bk., W.lodianapolta, IimL

Lowell, Mo...

approved. Even the sworn enemies of
the MeKlnley administration accepted
his elevation as a sign that officers
other than West Pointers could secure
deserved recognition.
The attacks
upon him are only a part of the dishonorable attempt on the part of petty
politicians who control the Denver
News and Times, and the Post, to discredit the American army in the eyes
of the people.
These attacks always act as boomerangs. So long as the American people value patriotism, they will continue to honor a hero of Funston's caliber and to condemn malicious attacks
upon brave and deserving soldiers.
The btomactt is the Man.
weak stomach weakens the man,
because it cannot transform the food
he eats itno nourishment. Health and
strength cannot be restored to any sick
man or weak woman without first re
storing health and strength to the
stomach. A weak stomach cannot
digest enough food to feed the tissues
and revive the tired and run down
nibs and organs of the body. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure cleanses,
purifies.
sweetens and strengthens the glands
and membranes of the stomach, and
cures Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles. B. H- - Briggs & Co.;
Vann & Son.
A

Greig an Aide for World's Fair.
Col. A. S. Grelg has been designated
by the governor of New Mexico to act
as an aide on the staff of United States

ng.
Mrs. J. G. Albright went to Santa Fe

this morning, she expects to return
this evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld are now
settled in the Frank Strong house,
Twelfth and Tijeras avenues.
The electric fountain In front of the
Alvarado was started going last evening for the first time tliiH spring.
Hon. W. D. Chllders. United States
ttorney for New Mexico, was a pas
senger for the capital this morning.
Rev. J. A. Picard, ol Helen, passed
through the city this morning en route
o Santa Fe. He will return home to
night.
Mrs. II. Mandell, Mrs. M. H. Minze- helmer, of New York, and Miss Gladys
Mandell went to the historic capital
this morning to spend the day. They
will return tonight.
Miss Agness Mulliall. daughter of
Zack Mulhall. live stock agent for the
Urlsco at St. I.ouis. passed through
the city Sunday en route home from
El Paso, w'uere she was a guest at the
cattlemen's convention. Miss Mulhall
s an expert horsewoman and perform
ed In the steer roiling contest at the
Pass City.
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EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICIT8 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.
CANDVCATrVUrriC'

fA.

lp.at.Aui f AJa
t1aa ink T1a.Kt
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, Vc, We. Never
no gennme tablet Btampad UUV.
11a in cam.
uarantoed to eura or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co.. Chicago or N.Y. 598
NNUAL SALE. TEN MILLION BOXES

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J, JOHNSON, Atst Cathie.'

wm. Mcintosh
j. c. baldridge

geo.

solomon luna
m.

a.

blackwell

depository for atchison, topeka
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maxwell

santa fe railway
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Garrett is Safe.
Collector Pat Garrett, of El Paso, is
n receipt of a letter from Delegate H.
Rodey, of New Mexico,

stating that

there Is no truth whatever
iort that charges have
against him, and that he
standing wlt.i Secretary
other treasury officials.

In the re- been filed
Is In good
tsnaw and

J.

EMEZ & SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. a. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquer-

M. flOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

que every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad- ress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, Al
Cough Settled on Her Lungs.
buquerque, or J. B. I3LOCK, proprie
'"My daughter had a terrible cough tor, Jemez.
which settled on her lungs," saj'8 N.
o
Jackson, of Danville, 111. "We tried a
Fresh Cut Flowers,
great many remedies without relief.
IVES, THE FLORIST.
until we gave her Foley's Honey and
Tar which cured her." Refuse substi
PROFESIONAL CARDS
tutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
o
DENTISTS.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Edmund J. Alger, O. O. S.

3u6 Rnllrond avenue.
Office hours, 8:30
ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL EB
mfl to 12:30 t. m.: 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m.
Don't Send Off
by
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
462.
Appointments
made
Telephone
for children's sleeper,
We mau.
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
have a fine assortment and can save
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
you money and you see what you are
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES '.'AID
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
getting. See our window display this
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
p.
p.
m.;
1:30
a.
12:30
to
m.
hours,
8:30
week. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.
m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
AND
inai'. Automatic 'phone 157; Old
Subscribe for The Citieen.
phone 62.
Boys' W. L. Douglas $2.50 shoes
LAWYERS.
MANAGER OF
strongest boys shoe In the world
Bernard 8. Roaey
made of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.50.
Albuquerque, N.
ATTORNEY-AT-I.ASimon Stern, Railroad Ave. Clothier.
M. Prompt attention Riven to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will prachtALTH FOODS.
tice In all courts of the territory and before tho United States land offlce.
Next Door to First National Bank.
We keep the most complete stock of
M. Bond
Ira
Now Tola phono 222.
health foods in the city and we sell ATTORNKT-AT-LA42 F street N. W.,
them at eastern prices. Caramel Ce Washington. D. C. Tensions, lands, pat
copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
real. Toasted Wheat Flakes, Toasted ents,
trade marks, claims.
Corn Flakes, Hulled Wheat, Hulless
William D. Lee
Beans, Nut Butter, Bromose, Protose
iTTnBNET.AT.I.AW. Offlce. roum 7. N.
Meltose, Granola, Granose Biscuit T.
Armijo building. Will practice In all
Peptrene, Zwieback, Malted Nuts and the courts ol the territory.
Beef Fluid. A fresh supply of the
R. W. D. Bryan
It P. HALL. Proprietor
above Just received. Try them.
, Albuquerque,
N.
ATTORNEY-AT-LA.
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
M. Ottice. First National Bank building-Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleyi,
323 South Second street, Bell 'Phone
Frank W. Clancy
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
A15.
Repairs on Mining and Mi 11 Machinery a Specialty.
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, is. m.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK

A Missouri debating club Is to make INJUSTICE OF NAVAL PRIZE LAWS
heroic effort to discover which
According to a decision of the su Adjutant General Corbln, grand mar
causes the most divorces, Infidelity or
court, under the present laws, hal of the parade that is to mark the
preme
dyspepsia.
no prize money can be paid in naval dedication of the world's fair in April
A Chicago clergyman Is busy prov- warfare for vessels destroyed or sunk. next, Mr. Grelg being a colonel on the
Under the decision, the officers and staff of the governor of the territory.
ing that St. Patrick was a Baptist. We
the battle
shall expect soon to hear that Martin men of the fleet that fought money
More Riots.
for
of Manila Bay receive prize
Tieraey is a Dutchman.
of strikers are not near
the three or four small and obsolete lyDisturbances
as grave as an individual disorder of
but
captured,
they
which
gunboats
The Citizen is a straight out and out
the system. Overwork, loss of sleep,
republican paper no independent none for the warships which they de- nervous tension will be followed by
policy hereabouts, and is in strict har- stroyed. The officers and men who utter collapse, unless a reliable remedy
mony with the principles of the re- made the splendid fight off Santiago Is immediately employed.
There's
will receive practically nothing. This nothing so efficient to cure disorders
publican party.
seems an unreasonable law. When or of the liver or kidneys as Electric Bit
It's a wonderful tonic, and effec
The securing a Smith family reunion ders are given to capture or destroy ters.
vine and the greatest all
tive
net
patriotism
duty
ships,
enemy's
and
the
at the St. Louis world's fair is thus far
medicine
for run down sys
around
do
men
their
to
compel
officers
and
the
the management's most brilliant coup,
terns. It dispels nervousness, rheuma
to
Induce tism and neuralgia and expels malaria
There is now no danger of there being best to injure them, in order
a surrender. The more they injure the germs. Only 50c, and satisfaction
more exhibits than spectators.
E. W. Dobson
enemy, the less prize money they will guaranteed by all druggists.
The famous little pills.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOfflce, Cromwell
o
operat
of
therefore,
Instead,
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
A man in Pennsylvania has recently receive.
More
Laurels.
Won
Notice of Executor.
Ixsen forced to drop a heavy fine In the Ing as an additional Incentive for the
John H. Stingle
Senator James S. Duncan won addi
Notice is hereby given that the un ATTORNEY-AT-LApolice court slot for swearing at the men to defeat the enemy in battle, it
Cromwell block,
by dersigned was on
yesterday
at
Fe
Santa
laurels
tlonal
as
pecuniary
loss
of
to
day
suffer
them
second
forces
Albuquerque, N. M.
the
hired girl for not getting up early
of
$5,000
build
having
for
Item
the
the
good
fighting
and mark
March, A. D. 1903, by the probate
enough. He should have been reward a reward for
PHYSICIANS.
Ing of the scenic road from Santa Fe court, within and for Bernalillo coun
ed in some way for the nerve he dis manship.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
gen
incorporated
Vegas
the
in
to
Las
apbe
duly
abolished
Mexico,
ty,
law
either
should
New
The
of
territory
played.
Homeopathlo Physician,
bill. Las Vegas pointed and confirmed as executor of
or changed so it will reward the offt eral appropriation
Whiting Block
Room 17.
Record.
estate of Mary Bowman, deceased. All
The committee to go around and ask cers and men for efficient fighting.
persons having any claim or claims
people to refuse to pay their taxes has
Dangers of Pneumonia.
ATTACKS UPON FUNSTON.
not shown up yet on the thorough0
A cold at this time if neglected is lia against said estate are hereby notified 0
IN EVENING ATTIRE
fares. It is a safe bet that the gentleNothing reflects less credit on cer ble to cause pneumonia which is so to present the same in accordance
O
men on that committee will not pre- tain yellow journals of Denver than often fatal, and even when the patient with the statute in said case made and 0
sent such a petition to the people for the attacks they are constantly mak has recovered the lungs are weakened provided.
them peculiarly susceptible to
GEORGE C. BOWMAN,
their signatures.
ing on General Funston.
They are making
development
consumption.
of
Executor.
now busy airing the statements of an the
Honey and Tar will stop the
H. STINGLE, Attorney.
JOHN
The values of lead, silver and zinc unknown soldier to the effect that th Foley's
cough, heal and strengthen the lungs
are rapidly increasing, and the outlook general is a coward
Alvarado
and prevent penumonla.
In
Notice of Administrator.
mines
of
for hundreds
General Funston's record is public Pharmacy.
correspondingly
Notice Is hereby given that the un
o
this territory is
property. He has risen from the ranks
Perish the Thought.
derslgned was on the 2nd day of
bright. The Increase means great ad through an unvarying exhibition of
New Mexico started the present leg March, 1903, by the probate court
ditional prosperity for New Mexico, bravery and resourcefulness, support
within and for Bernalillo county, duly
and Is Itself a reflection of the general ed by the recommendations of his su islatlve assembly with twenty-oncounties and its close will see it with appointed and has qualified as admin
prosperity of the country.
perior officers. When he was made
.
The people are the gain istrator of the estate of Mary Kelly
brigadier general, the entire nation twenty-sixers. Some evil disposed persons also deceased. All persons having claim
Hon. Jesus M. Sandoval, who was
say that some Individual legislators or claims against said estate are re
elected assessor of Bernalillo county,
benefited by the making of new coun quested to present the same in accord
will probably contest the right to hold
cases
that office regardless of the recent acThe instinct of modesty natural to ties. Perish the thought. New Mex ance with the statute In such will
be
made and provided or the same
tion of the legislature. He says that every woman is often a great hindrance lean.
forever barred.
lie is a resident of Bernalillo county to the cure of womanly diseases. Women
Pneumonia Folows a Cold
personal questions of
M. W. FLOURNOY,
(not of the new county of Sandoval), shrink from the
but never follows the use of Foley
local phy- a man naturally wants to look his best
Administrator.
and has consulted attorneys in re- the
Honey and Tar. It stops the cough McMILLENf & RAYNOLDS,
which
can li his linen accorus wun nis
gard to prosecuting his claims, pro- sician
seem indelicate.
heals and strengthens the lungs and
Attorneys.
vided he is deposed.
habiliments can if we attend to his
The thought of
affords perfect security from an attack
examination ts
laundering. You will make not the
of pneumonia. Refuse substitutes. Al
Legal Notice.
The democrats are rallying around abhorrent to
varado Pharmacy.
slightest
mistake In entrusting your
Susan
of
will
testament
and
Last
so
them, and
their organ the Journal-Democrato us, for we know how to
washables
Deceased.
Stover,
3.
M.
they
ranchman,
prominent
endure
Vijil,
a
and are howling about the injustice silence a condi-in
well
and use our knowledge
launder
devisee;
Elias
Stover,
Roderick
To
and family, from Lemitar, passed
done them by the legislature, the tion of disease
conscientiously.
whom
it
to
all
executor,
Stover,
and
through the city this morning bound
governor, the Hubbells and the council which surely
may concern:
for Santa Fe to visit friends.
representatives from this city. Good progresses from
You are hereby notified that the al
and true republicans should commend Lad to worse.
After La urippe What?
leged last will and testament of Susa
been
has
It
Gov
and
legislature
of
the
the action
Usually a hacking cough and a gen G. Stover, late of the county of Ber
Pierce's
rnor Otero for nipping in the bud the Dr.
eral feeling of weakness, often lead nalillo and terltorry of New Mexico
cure
to
privilege
party a great many
Bcheme of the
ing to fatal results after the patient Is deceased, has been produced and read
Back of Postoffice.
to create discord in the ranks of the women who
supposed to have passed the danger in the probate court of the county of
party In this city and have found a
republican
point. Foley's Honey and Tar is guar Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico, at
icfuge for modcounty.
anteed to cure the "grippe cough" and a regular term thereof, held on the 2
esty in his offer
make you strong and well. It never day of March, 1903, and the day of th
Get Your
consultaof
Clti
free
In an editorial yeHterday, The
fails to stop a cough if taken in time. proving of said alleged last will and
by
letter.
tion
sen asked If it was not Governor All correspondTake no substitutes. Alvarado Phar testament was bv order of the judge of
Summer So
Stover, who, a few years ago, as
ence is held as
macy.
said court thereupon fixed for Monday
member of the territorial legislative strictly private
Made at
o
day of April. A. D. 1903, term
council, voted for an act naming the and sacredly
II. I). Spencer and son, James, and the 6th
10 o'clock in the fore
district attorneys in every district of confidential.
J. E. Kiser, prominent ranchmen from of said court, at
day.
New Mexico, and for taking away the Address Doctor
the Eastview country, Valencia coun- noon of said
mv hand and the seal of
Given
under
power of the governor of the territory R. V. Pierce,
ty, are in the city.
WILLIAM
Buffalo, N. Y.
said court, this 2nd day of March, A.
to appoint them? The Citizen now un
Dr. Pierce's
SUMMERS,
A.
D.
1903.
J.
pill
'neath the stars and
The lest
derstands, by looking up the law, that Favorite P r e
Probate Clerk.
(Seal)
stripes;
Governor Stover was not In the legis acription estab
system and never
the
cleanses
It
when
years
that
after,
dries
regularity,
drains,
lishes
two
lature until
weakening
LH'C ex.. m
GlEASNER
gripes.
heals inflammation and ulceration, ana
law was repealed.
Little Early Risers of wordly repute
cures female weakness.
Ask for DeWitt's and take no
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easy
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never
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results. DeWitt's Little Early HiBers
hoUleaof Favorite
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Prescription.' which I roiioitlrr
i.r
(Treat bleaaing
and act as a
,1
Democrat office, while President Mac lo weak women. I wat ao liervoua ami dis arouBeto the secretions
curing
permanently
the liver,
and couraged that hardly knew what lo do. Your tonic
pherson was spitting
sceeid si.
U. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
kind advice for home treatment helped nit
penned the following ridiculous edi
Th. ilk to Dr. Picric.
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papers, 25 cents per
Albuquerque
Uiliousnes it cured by the um ol Df. FOiv 3ALE--O- ld
torial:
"That report from Santa Fe to the rHerr.e s Pleasant Pellets.
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
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Your gray hair shows you
should use it unless

3. C.
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Albuquerque Abstract Company

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works

Dtf' Early Risers
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran cr want to sell

Wheat, write to

BELEN, N. M
THE JOHN BEGKEK CO , Props.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic Thone No. 516.
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DeWitt's

Salvo

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
and all

THROAT AND

LInG TROUBLES.

This wonderful medicine joriliv !j
cures Consumption, Cou(;l., CoI.Ij
Uronchitiij, Asthma, i'ticiiinonia.
Ita, Fever, Pleurisy, LnCirippe.
Uoar8cne&s,SoreTLro.t and W hooping Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
NOCUREs,ftO PAY.
JRICE

BOcarnl

BOTTLES FKEE

E. C. Dake's Advertising Agency
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R.ailroad Topics)
C. O. Young, one of the most popular
employes of the local shops, Is enjoying a visit from George J. BeBnah and
D. D. Sherwood, conductors
of the
Wisconsin Central railway, old friends
of his. The visitors are enjoying a
thirty-dalay off.
The Las Vegas Optic says: F. O.
Gilchrist, who has been the efficient
baggage master at the local depot for
Borne time, shlned his shoes, packed
Ms collar box and went down to Albuquerque, where he has accepted a position as car accountant. He is succeeded in the local baggage room by
Mr. Holllnger.
The Lordsburg Liberal says: Chas.
B. Hogsett, master mechanic of the
Nacoziri road, died in Douglas of
Mr. Hogsett was well
rneumonia.
known In this section of the country,
having been master mechanic for both
the Arizona and New Mexico road and
the Detroit Copper company. He has
many friends in this section who
mourn his untimely death.
Ben S. Sawyer, the postal clerk, who
w as in the wreck at 'Esmond, Arizona,
and who miraculously escaped death,
s'though badly Injured, has commenced suit against the Southern Pacific
road in against the Southern Pacific
road In El Paso for $30,000 damages.
Mr. Sawyer was a young man In prime
of life at the time of the accident, and
Is now a physical wreck, and it Is
doubtful if he can ever do a hard
t'.ay's work again. ITnrter the circumstances the amount of damages he
asks for is little enough.
y
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Here Is the best Bargain News you've read for many a day!

y

It'a to your pochetbook'a Interest to bo on hand marly tomorrow lor

sZaBONA FIDE BARGAINSsZz

TERRITORIAL

entire' Spring assortment la now complete. Such beautiful displays have never been shown In any store
Albuquerque at way down low price. Look our line over before buying elsewhere. We will positively
make It to your Interest

Our

LAWMAKERS

In

(Concluded from page one.)
special levies for school purposes,
which was passed.
The council then took another re
cess.

ALBUQUERQUE'S LEADING DRESS GOODS HOUSE
aw

The House.
(Saturday's Afternoon Session.)
Council bill No. 118, an act providing
for indexing the archives of the territory, "vas favorably reported by the
committee on territorial affairs. On
motion of Mr. Dalies, It was tabled In
definitely. The same committee favor
ably reported on council bill No. 9, an
act providing for the boring of an
well at the penitentiary.
Mr.
Bowie tried to table the bill indefinite,
ly but failed on a vote of 6 ayes to 18
nays.
The bill was then passed by 19 to 7.
Council bill No. 87, an act to author-!z- e
county commissioners to establish
electing precincts In a district of over
GOO votes, was passed unanimously.
House bill No. 293. an act to simplify the law on depositions, was passed
by unanimous vote.
By unanimous consent. Mr. Llewellyn introduced house bill No. 209, an
act to amend section 1382 of the compiled laws of 1897. It was referred to
the Judiciary committee.
House bill No. 169. an act relating to
the publication of articles of Incorporation and amending the law relating
thereto, was taken up and passed unanimously, as was house bill No. 176,
an act to repeal section 1794 of the
compiled laws of 1897.
House bill No. 9, an act to prevent
the wasting of waters used for Irrigation purposes, was tabled indefinite-

Working Overtime.
Eight hour laws are ignored by those
tireless, little workers Dr. King's
New Life Pills. Millions are always
at Work, night and day, curing indigestion, biliousness, constipation, sick
headache and all stomach, liver and
bowel trouble. Easy, pleasant, safe, ly.
sure. Only 25c at all druggists,
Vndor suspension of the rules, house
o
bill No. 193, an act to amend section
Shared Dunbar Thompson.
2950 of the compiled laws of 1897, was
Dunbar taken up and read the third time by
Shared
Last Saturday,
Thompson died of pneumonia, aged 42 title preparatory to its passage.
years. He was a native of Tennessee
At this point the finance and steerand lately came to Needles from Albu- ing committees of the council appearquerque, N. M., where he leaves a ed and asked for the appointment of a
wife, son and two daughters, as well conference committee to consider the
as a son who was with him at his ccuncil amendments to the house subdeath. The deceased was employed In stitute for the appropriation bill. The
the local railroad shops and was taken committee named consisted cf Messrs.
tick the latter part of the week, being Dalles, Cristoval Sanchez, Pollard,
confined to his bed only three days. Baca, Llewellyn and Bowie.
He was buried In the cemetery on the
House bill No. 193 was again taken
liill, the funeral service being held at up and passed by 22 to 1, Mr. Dalies
Cal.,
the Methodist church, Needles,
alone voting against it. The house
Eye.
then took a recess in order that the
conference committees might meet.
Raw or Inflamed Lungs
No agreement having been reached at
Yield quickly to the wonderful cura 5:30,
the house adjourned.
tive and healing qualities of Foley s
(Monday Morning's Session.)
Honey and Tar. It prevents penumonia
The house went to work promptly
and consumption from a hard cold settled on the lungs. Alvarado Pharmacy, at 10 o'clock. By unanimous consent
o
Speaker Montoya introduced a bill reFoot Mangled.
lating to Bernalillo county. District
Conductor H. D. Carter, who has court meets there today and many
been an employe of the Santa Fe rail- witnesses and jurors have been sumroad, running out of Needles for moned as from Bernalillo county when
years, but lately running between in fact they live In Sandoval county.
Barstow and Bakerefield, met with a The bill provides that for this term of
very severe accident at Barstow be court all witnesses and jurors shall be
tween twelve and one o'clock last considered as being from Bernalillo
Tuesday, says the Needles, California county. It was passed unanimously.
Eye.
Mr. Pedro Sanchez moved to dispense
He had been called to take a freight with the reading of the Journal on acout
was
taking
and
the numbers count of the great amount of business
train
and seals of his train which was in Mr. Dalies made the same motion. Mr.
the process of being made up by the Ortega objected. After it had been
switch engine. He evidently stepped partly read Mr. Llewellyn moved to
between two of the cars to couple up dispense with further reading. Mr.
the air connections when the train was Ortega objected and said unanimous
bunted by a car, knocking him over consent was required, but the speaker
and before he could extricate himself ruled against him. Reading was or
the wheels ran over the instep of his dered dispensed with by 15 to 5. House
left foot. There were no witnesses to joint memorial In. favor of the good
the accident. Mr. Carter had his foot roads movement was adopted. House
iregaeii by the local physician and joint resolution No. 15, allowing extra
was Immediately after placed on board pay to D. C. Hobart of Silver City as
v a special train and taken to Los An
interpreter of S2 per day and to E. P.
ireles, where the surgeons found it nec Shields as stenographer of $1 per day
essary to amputate the injured foot, during the session was presented by
At the present writing Mr. Carter is Mr. Llewellyn.
'Convalescing. His family reside in
The resolution caused a spirited deBakersfield, but are now at his bedside bate, but the rules were suspended by
in Los Angeles.
17 to 7.
Mr. Ortega presented an
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kid- amendment to give Jose Gonzales as
neys and bladder right. Contains noth- translator $2 per day extra for the
session. The amendment was adopting injurious. Alvarado Pharmacy.
ed. Mr. Christoval Sanchez opposed
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
it spiritedly.
Mr. Llewellyn sarcastic-oilreferred to the speech and favored
Superintendent R. P. Collins turned the adoption of the resolution. Mr.
ever the government property last ev- Turner objected to it. Mr. Dalies said
ening and Supervisor Wright assumed
charge of the same this morning.
COLLEGE PROFESSORS
Supervisor Wright will have charge
of the school until a superintendent
Talk of Foods.
has been appointed.
The New York papers recently conSuperintendent
CollinB leaves the tained a long account of the socalled
service and goes to Rocky Ford, Colo., discovery of a celebrated professor In
where he will engage in farming and one of the leading universities. The
stock raising,
"discovery" related to a new and sucMrs. Collins has also resigned her cessful way of treating wheat and bar-leposition as teacher and her position
to prepare the starchy part by dry
t will be filled by Miss A. Schach, from baking, so it would be made more diPhoenix, Arizona.
gestible and nutritions.
Thereupon.
Our farmer is busy planting and Prof. Livingstone, commenting on the
teaching his boys how to do it In the discovery of the other professor says,
most approved manner.
"A discoverer who was a business man
Mrs. Mahaffey has been on the sick first and a scientist afterward found
list for a few days, but is now recov- that such foods could be made more
ering.
digestible when cooked with dry heat
instead of by boiling in water, and has
Gritting in City of Mexico.
already placed on the market the food
C. C. Grifflng. whose innocent counwhich he discovered prior to Dr.
."
tenance and tales of a rich papa in This refers to Grape-Nuts- ,
most
the
many
Albuof
New York, conquered
scientifically made food known. Grape-Nut-s
querque's maidens, and who left the
can be easily digested by babies
town late at night leaving several mer- or anyone with a weak stomach
and
lonow
accounts,
is
unpaid
chants with
the food contains the most powerful
cated in the City of Mexico. A gentle- rebuilding element known, particularly
man who arrived here a day or two as relates to the rebuilding
the
ago from Mexico states that he saw brain and nerve centers. It is aofdelicGrifflng in the Mexican city and that ious food, requiring no cooking but
he was on the hum. Mr. Grifflng gave ready for Instant service Just as it
as his address the Palace hotel, but comes from the package. A receipt
s the gentleman from Albuquerque book free in each package
describes
was stopping at the Palace, that was many delicious dishes made from
"not true, as an Investigation revealed. Grape-Nuts- .
y

-
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MAILORDERS
FILLED
WITH THE
BEST
OF CARE.

COSMOPOLITAN PAPER
PATTERNS 10o
NONE HIGHER
--

XLKX

nrZTo

ofisTi

Leon B.5tern,propriltop

ISAM

NONE BETTER

'I

"mfcii
AvtNUt

D

Below We
a few Specials
Mention Just
Space Doe Not Permit
to Name More Bargains.
Uo

MILL ENDS OF BLACK MERCERIZED SATEEN
400 yards of Hlack Mercerized Sateen heavy weight real fast black
finish regularly sold at 25 cents per yard

SPECIAL PRICE

Anardod
Highest Honors World's Fair.
Highest Tests U. S. Gov't Chomisfs

EXTRAORDINARY

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.. CHICAGO.
he refused to be a party to the crime ident without territorial assistance.
of spiking the people of New Mexico Mr. Sanchez said Taos would pay exto the treadmill of taxation. Mr. Mar- penses If he would come there. The
tin Sanchez favored it. The resolu house refused to suspend the rules.
tion was adopted by 17 to 7. Those Council substitute for house bill No.
against It were Messrs. Bowie, Dalies, 120, the osteopathy bill, was taken up
Turner, Christoval Sanchez. Martinez under suspension of the rules.
of Rio Arriba, Pollard and Stockton.
Subscribe for the CltUen.
House Bill No. 77, an act relating to
sheep inspection was tabled indefiniteCOMING EVENTS.
ly. By unanimous consent Mr. Llewel-leintroduced house bill No. 210, an
Wednesday evenings
Dance and
act to provide punishment for offenses school at Grant hall, by Mrs. Berry.
against private property; and house
March 19 Eagles' entertainment at
bill No. 211, an act to amend section Colombo hall.
1382 of the compiled laws of 1897.
March 24 Elocution medal contest,
Both were referred to the Judiciary given by W. C. T. U. at Congregational
committee. The conference report on church.
the appropriation bill was presented.
March 28 "The Kelties," forty muAnd In all but one Item the council sicians, at Colombo
hall.
amendments were concurred In. Mr.
April 17 Woodmen Circle ball, CoBowie presented a minority report to
restore the levy for the Gallup Hos- lombo hall.
pital to
of a mill, which had
Notice for Publication.
been cut to
of a mill. Mr. Bowie
(Homestead Entry No. 4381.)
objected to the course that has been Department of the Interior, Land Office
pursue! In regard to the bill. He read
at Santa Fe, N. M., March 12, 1903:
the rules of congress on conferences
Notice Is hereby given that the folloand said the bill should have come be- wing-named
settler has filed notice
fore the house, which should have In- of his Intention to make final proof in
structed the committee. He said the support of his claim, and that said
report does not bind the house in any proof will be made before the Clerk of
way, and he moved to table the report the Probate Court at Albuquerque, N.
and have a conference committee ap- M., on April 21, 1903, viz.: William H.
pointed after the bill Is returned to the H. Allison, for the EV4 of NW14, and
Speaker Montoya held the lots 1 and 2, Sec. 19, T. 10 N., R 4 E.
house.
committee was duly appointed accordHe names the fonowing witnesses to
ing to rules. The majority report was prove his continuous residence upon
7,
16
adopted by
to
Messrs. Bowie, and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Coleman, Gutierrez, Kllpatrlck, David
John W. Barnett, of Albuquerque, N.
Martinez. Romero and Sandoval vot- M.; Joseph F. Sulzer, of Albuquerque,
ing no.
Mr. Howard was excused N. M.; William Hart, of Albuquerque,
from voting. The bill as agreed upon N. M.; Edward F. Weed, of Albuquerin conference was passed unanimously. que, N. M.
Council bill No. 127. an act to proMANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
vide for the equalization of taxes
DEMINQ.
among counties, was passed.
The
house' then took a recess until 2
A Faw Pointers About a Good Town In
o'clock in the afternoon.
Southern New Mexico.
(Monday's Afternoon Session.)
Keep yur eye on iteming.
Demlng- has Just been Incorporated.
The house first took up council subPeriling ships over 100,000
of cattle
stitute for house bill No. 47, an act to annually; is the center ofhead
the greatest
compel the secretary of a corporation breeding region In the southwest
and cat
to disclose to a levying officer the num- tlemen all know this.
ber of shares held by each stockholder.
Demlng, the coming city of New Mex
Ico.
The bill was passed.
Demlng has a magnificent school sys
Home bill No. 148. an act to amend
section 2. chapter 72. session laws of tem.
1901. was taken up. Tne amendments I, Demlng, the railroad center of New
of the council were agreed to and the Mexico.
Demlng, the gateway to the best part of
bill as amended was passed. House uia Mexico.
bill No. 106, an act relating to the care
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
of highways by county commissioners juna.
was passed unanimously.
House bill Demlng la the great mining center of
No. 117. an act increasing the pay of the southwest
Demlng! Don't everlook It If you are
county commissioners of San Miguel
for a safe and paying Investment
and Bernalillo counties to $8i) a year, looking
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equwhich was defeated a few days ago, to Polan springs.
was taken up on reconsideration.
It Demlng has Increased GO per cent In popwas passed unanimously. House bill ulation In four year.
No. 103, an act prohibiting
Demlng water and pure oione make
from killing deer and wild game strong and healthy people.
and shipping it out of the territory. Investments In Demlng lota will double
Mr. Dalies moved to table the bill, but and treble In one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
his motion was lost. The bill was electric
light system
contract
slightly amended and passed. Council In Demlng the under
demand for rental
bill No. 116, an act giving county com- houses la five times In excess of the supmissioners the right to condemn pri- ply.
vate property for road purposes, was Demlng has an abundance of water for
passed.
On motion of Mr. Ortega Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garcouncil bill No. Iu7, an act providing dens.
In Demlng.
Tour
for the refunding of the Santa Fe Buy lots and build 20
per cent on the
rental returns will be
county debt, was taken up under sus- Investment
pension of the rules and passed. Mr. In Demlng good safe loans can be Lad
Baca introduced a resolution express- at better rates than in the old established
ing pleasure at the coming visit of towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots at f 100
President Roosevelt and appropriating
to be expended at wnicn will pay you 100 per cent In less
I3,0i',
twelve months.
each stopping place. Las Vegas, San- than Demlng
another good hotel Is needed
ta Fe and Albuquerque. The resolu- toInaccommodate
the enormous Increase of
tion provides for a legislative commit- population.
tee, four from the council and five Demlng Is a great health result has ne
Mr. Llewellyn op- superior In climate for the cure of pulfrom the house.
posed the resolution. He said the monary troubles.
president had not communicated his Demlng will be the grat smelter center.
large plants will be Installed within
intention to the legislature, but to the Twoyear.
governor. The governor is now ar- the
Why buy high priced lots when you can
ranging with the mayors of the cities get them In Demlng cheap now,
with cernamed by him as to be visited for the tain advance assured?
proper reception, and it would be very Agricultural lands In Doming are unsurdiscourteous to the governor for the passed for fertility, production of fruits
legislature to step in. Mr. Baca at and vegetables of all kinds.
length and great vehemence made a Demlng offers the same opportunities
patriotic speech for the resolution on now that the most prosperous cities In the
offered several years ago.
behalf of the native citizens.
Mr. west
Demlng needs one hunlred new houses
Pedro Sanchez thought each city to supply
demand, and needs theto
should be proud to entertain the pres now. This ths
demand continues to grow.

2co yards of
Silk- wear
guaranteed spiendtd $1.25 value
Sale Price, per yard
a9C
600 yards of
Japanese Silk warranted
dust-prowater-proo- f,
and perspiration-proo- f
in
plain black and plain white real
$1.00 goods Sale Price, per yard. ..
27-in- ch

All
Wool Black Cheviot;
fiponged and shrunk;
roods that never sold
for less than 60c; Sale
Price, per ytkrd.3Te
38-i-

g

27-inc-

--

2.V)0yads of

da.

pieces of
fine Silk Warp
Lansdowne; in black,
navy, castor and grey;
their value is we'll
known; Sale Price,
per yard
98c
38-in-

extra

Lawns,
Nainsooks, Dimities
and Batistes; in plain,
stripes and checks; all
fine sheer goods;
you cannot match
them elsewhere for
less than 15 cents
Sale Price,

iSOOyards

of

ttfll.s
VsPvC

20-in- ch

HAMJTAI

cream and every other
wortn 45c
Sale Price, per yard

SlLK

desirable
,

in biack,

color

fully

,

per yard. . .

n

0

one-thir-

2$

bolts of genuine FRUIT OF THE LOOM BLEACHED MUSLI.V-everwhere at 10c Sale Price, per yard

Dress Ginghams
25 pieces of "Blue Ribbon"

dress ginghams, in checks
and stripes, dark and light
colorings; a splendid 10 cent
quality; sale
price, per yard. .

Sic

LINEN MILL ENDS

BOO yards of real Turkey Red
table
linens, warranted fast colors, all good
lengths, 60 Inches wide; match It if
you can at 40 cents; sale
price, per yard
20 bolts of half
bleached Linen
Crash; best 10 cent value ever shown;
tale price
per yard

f IC

n

Victoria

h

of

READ THIS!

4

-

15c

White
Goods

SILK VALUES
Black Taffeta

Goods

300 yards of

high silk

y

--

1.Fr

sold

Calleo Mill Ends
2,000 yards of fancy figured dark calicoes, in lengths
from 1 to 10 yards; goods
that would the world over
sell at 8 eta. per
yard, sale price.

Colonist TicketsCalifornia
WILL BE ON 8ALE AT SANTA FE TICKET OFFICE DAILY TO JUNE 15,
1903, AT RATE OF $25.00. THESE TICKETS WILL BE HONORED
ON
FAST TRAINS CARRYING FREE CHAIR CARS AND PULLMAN TOURIST
SLEEPERS. LIBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES IN CALIFORNIA ACCORDED.
IF YOU CONTEMPLATE LOCATING IN CALIFORNIA, THIS IS YOUR
OPPORTUNITY TO GO THERE COMFORTABLY
AND ECONOMICALLY.
IRRIGATED FARMS, ORANGE AND LEMON
GROVE8 AND OTHER
BRANCHES OF AGRICULTURE HAVE YIELDED COMPETENCIES TO
OTHER PERSONS. WHY SHOULDN'T YOU BE AS SUCCESSFUL?

I have illustrated descriptive literature about California, as well as of
the
country intervening. Other books describe the equipment of our California
trains. If interested comeand get copies, or write, and I will mail them to you

pis

F. L.Myers, Ticket Agt., Albuquerque, N.M.
Railroad Time Tables

TIME TABLE

Denver & Rio Grande System

III Eflfect November 1,

SANTA FE BRANCH.
Time Table No. 71.

(Effective Monday, March
East Bound

2, 1903.)

West Bound

No. 426

No. 425

9:05 ani.Lv.. .Santa Fe. .Ar
10:50 ami
Espanola .
1:00 pm
Emlmdo .
3:3! pm
Tres Pledras
. . Antonlto t
6::5 ptu
8:50 pm
. . Alamosa .
3:05 am
... Pueblo ...
7:15 am Ar... Denver ...Lv
,
,

6:00 pm
2:45 pm
1:25 om

10:30 pm
a:10 pm
6:40 pm

1:37 am
9:30 pm

New Phone 152. Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 353.

..J.

W. EDWARDS...

1909.

The Veteran
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
...Undertaker and Embalmer...
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15 p.m.
No. 7. Mex. & Cal. Exnress. .10:06 n.m.
18 Years Actual
Experience
No. 3, California Limited. . . .10:40 a.m.
License No. 100 by the Bute
LEAVE OOINQ NORTH.
Board of Health of Kansas,
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
12:09 p.m.
Office and Parlors
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE
ARRIVES FROM BOTITH
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7:10a.m.
Open Day and Nlaht.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm- ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
TRIMBLE & CO.
8:06 a.m. W.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:59 p.m.
Second
street,
between Railroad and
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
Copper avenue
LEAVE GOINO WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No. 3. California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m. Horses and Mules bought
and exchengv
No. 7, Mex. & Cat. Express. .10:45 p.m.
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
lTansfer Stable
and No. 2 from the west
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited
and they arrive dally.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Local freight No. 99, going south,
carries passengers.
Address W. L. TRIMBLE
CO,
F. fe. MYERS. Agent
Albunuerque. N. M.

.....

L

Trains run dally except Sunday.
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton
and all points in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
for La Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs
and Denver, also with narrow gauge
or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
Creede and all points In the San Luis
valley.
At Saiida with main line
(standard gauge) for all points east
and west including Leadville and nar1882
1903
row gauge points between Sallda and
Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canon City for the
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Victor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and 8ole Agents for Casino Canned Goods,
Denver with all Missouri river lines
jas. Ileekin & Co. "a Coffees,
for all points east.
Granite Flour.
For further information address the
undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe Staple and Fancy Groceries
in standard gauge sleepers from Ala214 8outh 8scond 8treet
mosa can have berths reserved on application.
Hilsboro Creamery Butter Best on
A. S. BARNEY, Act. Gen. Agt.,
Earth.
Santa Fe, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER, O. P. A., Denver, Colo. Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery

F. G.

Pratt &

Co.
's

The ICEBERG
212 W. Railroad Avenue.

The finest line of Liquors and Cigar

All patrons and friends cordially

lni

ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,

is

Proprietor.

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
at J. 0. BaldrUge s Lumber Tar

Office

MARCH 17 1903
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CITY COUNCIL.

Town Ditch to Be

Abandoned-Stre-

et

Railway Franchise Forfeiture.

'

OTHER IMPORTANT MATTERS.

'

City council held a lively and important meeting last night, and conwas transacted.
siderable business
Mayor Myers and Alderman Harrison
were absent and Alderman Orunsfeld
presided. Action was taken in regard
to abolishing the city ditch, a measure
unanimously favored by every councilman. Next in interest was the forfeit
of $1,0(K) by the street railway company, the franchise expiring at midnight last night, and the councllmen
took no action extending the franchise
as requested. As several other street
railway propositions are under consideration the whole matter was deferred
until the next meeting.
The abolishing of the city ditch,
which was riferred to a committee to
Investigate nt a former meeting, was
brought up and widely discussed.
Chairman Rogers of the sewer committee, who had looki-- carefully into
the matter, reported that the people? of
ltarelas have a contract with the people north of the city to keep the ditch
open, but that they would throw the
water from the city ditch into the
Highland ditch for $100. The Barelas
people want the city to keep the Highland ditch clean, which was objected
to. The question was finally referred
to the city attorney, with Instructions
to ascertain what contract could be
made with the BarelaB people, and to
draw up a contract satisfactory to both
parties to be acted upon at the next
meeting. A petition signed by a large
number of citizens, asKlng that the
ditch be closed, was presented. On
motion, Clayton & Co. were authorized
to Insure the viaduct for $1,800 in the
British American Fire Insurance company.
A communication was received from
lh C. Brooks resigning his position as
president and member of the park commission. The name of Gov. E. S. Stover
was suggested for the position.
Engineer John Wilson, of El Paso,
submitted figures on the cost of constructing and operating three miles of
electric railway. He estimated the
cost of construction at $44,700, and the
dally total cost of operating four cars,
including the wages of employes, etc.,
at $63. Not one comment was made.
The bad condition of the city fire
plugs was discussed to some extent.
Fire Chief NaBh made a report stating
that an inspection had been made of
lire Dlugs all over the city ana they
were found in a bad condition, the
threads having rusted away, leaving
the hydrants in a dangerous condition
in case of fire, and that it was most
important the matter be attended to at
once.
Mr. Hubbs stated that a few of the
hydrants might have been injured by
the coupling with the city sprinkling
wagons, but not enough to damage
them to any extent.
The water company thought that the
city should repair them, and the city
takes the opposite stand. Alter con-- .
slderable discussion the question was
referred to the water committee and
city attorney with power to act.
A referred ordinance providing for
the sinking of wells to a greater depth
was referred back to the sewer com-

work for a ten days' stretch. Now he
labors faithfully and diligently.
Lucas OrantBh, an old gentleman,
who was locked up for having his
habits on, smiled all the while during
the deliverance of the sentence and
payment of his fine. He said he was
hunting a lodging house and must
have got into the wrong place. Hut
he didn't kick on the price of his bed.
It might have been more.
Alvarado Trio,
Attention is called to the new mus'c
which will be rendered by the Alvara-rtrio this evening. It is the policy
of the trio to render the very best and
latest compositions by the best known
composers:
Beyer
Overture Medley
Weiss
Souvenir du Bnf
Weiss
Military March
Chant Sans Paroles ... Tscliaikowsky
Holzman
Two Step
Selected
Waitz
Stobbe
Polka Lafayette
Vlol'n Solo Vat iations from "Som- Bellini
nambnla"
Corbln
Waltz Santiago
Farrand
Cake Walk
'

CLERKS ORGANIZING.
With the Big Trades
Procession.
The Central Labor union will meet
next Monday night and a large crowd
is likely to be present, which will tax
the capacity of Carpenters' union hall,
on Wet Gold avenue, to its utmost.
On last Saturday ths Bartenders'
union sent to their national headquarters for a charter, and on Sunday the
buildings laborers sent to the Ameri
can Federation of Labor for a charter.
having no national organization.
Active work was started this morning in the organization of the Retail
Clerks union, and the following firms
are already represented: Slmou Stern,
clothing: Mandell. clothing; WashBros., dry
Ilfeld
burn, clothing;
goods, etc.; Golden Rule, dry goods,
etc.; A. J. Maloy, grocery; The Fair,
crockery; E. J. Post & Co., hardware;
Whitson Music company.
The charter will be sent for in a few
days and this union will become affiliated with the Clerks International
Protective association.
All the merchants and clerks so far
seen have shown a disposition to have
their clerks organize and have treated
the organizer with the utmost courtesy.
Organizer Weems, after completing
the organization of the clerks, will
endeavor to get the bakers In line.
Falling

in Line

'

THE MARKETS I
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Kansas City.
Kansas City. March 17. Cattle
steady to weak. Native steers, $2.60
5.25; Texas and Indian steers, $3.00
$4.50; Texas cows, $2.353.10; native
cows and heifers. $1.754.50; stockers
and feeders, $3.0004.70; bulls, $2.00
western
calves, $3.006.50;
3.55;
steers, $2.904.95; western cows, $1.75
3.10.

RECOVERED.

WATCH

But the Thief, Will Scott,

SEEKEST
A

Away.

HAVE YOU

FOR

NEW AND BETTER LIFE
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POOR SUFFERER?
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to True Earthly Happiness.
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STUDIO
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LOOK OUT FOR THE

Holiday

....A Cut in Sideboards....
Just Think of it!

AT

A

Sideboard for

Su

e

Colombo Hall
March 19.

40

Voices In Grand
CHOROUS

Duets

We can show you where they csst 12.50. This
is ony a leader however, but we are making the
best pnees on he largest stock to be obtatned in
the west.

40 O. W.
Strong & Sons

Trios

Quartettes

one-fiftiet- h

Admission

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

Fruit Trees,
bery

and

Thoroughly

Under the

7

fc'outh

Direction of the
Blind Pianist,

ttUwCEIttlfi'5''

'KATlHD,Ki

Noted

--

Jill II

U

House at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EAST LAt
VEGAS, N. M. AND
ETA, N. M.

Mr. John Douglas Walker
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-Himoe- .

Tenor In the

......

.

at

Way of Toilet Requisites
William' Drug Store.

Accompanist
Imported Bay Rum, Florida Water,
Violin
Violincelllst Palmer's Perfumes and Toilet Waters.
For smooth hands use Williams'
Basso
Velvet Skin Lotion.
75c and SOc Prescriptions a specialty twenty
experience.

Admission:

SI,

SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S,
TUESDAY, MARCH 17.

Druggists, 117 West Railroad Avenue.
Automatic Phone 458.
Colorado Phone 63.

GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Prescription

OUR HOBBY.

Dress goods and silks In a variety that will please the most fastidious; prices to please the most
critical and economical.
LION STORE.

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

PAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always in 8tock.
Morel Look Bestl Wear. Longest! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Platter, Lime,
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
Most Economical I Full Measurel
First Street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Shrub-

ADVERTISE

Clean Stock

Proprietor

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Carrie, th. Large.!
and rioet Eaten. iv
Stock ol

Flour, O rain
and Provisions.
Car

StapleOrocenes

lot. a .peci.lt jr.

outnwt.t.

found

FARfl AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

Eagle Mop Wringers
It is not necessary to put your hand in the water
Wrings Mop thoroughly and instantly

BUGGIES
MCUNE

CARRIAGES

IO.

SPRING WAGONS

Call and see them
Our Spring stock is now complete in every line
Write us for prices

Old

Hickory Farm Wagons

MOWERS

...HOME COMFORT STEEL RANGES...

Agents, NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA
II AUD WAKE
Albuquerque, New Mexico

CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 1878

Patronage Solicited,

GRANT RIVENBURG,

DAY

THE

IN

OLD RELIABLE"

Plants.

..jxnta, 3?Te Nursery..

first Street

I

Mr. Robt. T. Blair
Mr. Joseph Blondin
Mr. Edward F. Thomas

SPECIAL A1TFNTION OIVEN TO PACKINfl AND SHIPPINO

WHOLESALE

GLOR--

EVERYTHING

OF- -

WITH THE

Strawberry

ur

K. C. Baking Powder,
Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meat.

of

Forest-Trees- ,

Lltt-Yo-

We handle

MR.J.E.PINKUS
New York City.

Aeclamated-Nie- e

Send for Piles

mm

Metropolitan
Concert

WHITNEY CO

113-115-11-

Wool, Hides, Pelts

DO YOU WANT TREES?

Emulsion

I

Manager.

O. A. MATSON,

Trees! Trees! Trees!

44444c;

er

(Incorporated)

cents.

75

COLOMBO HALL

pro-ion-

n

GROSS. KELLY & CO.

FINE SPECIALTIES

s

Muttons, $3.80
Sheey Strong.
6.00; lambs, $4.006.80; range wethers, $3.503.60; ewes, $3.555.75.
Chicago.
Chicago, March 17. Cattle steady.
Good to prime steers, $5.00 5.65; poor
to medium. $3.554.80; stockers and
feeders, $3.75(0)4.85; cows, $1.604.50;
heifers, $2.255.00; canners, $1.50
2.S0; bulls, $2.254.50; calves, $3.50
mittee.
7.00: Texas fed steers, $2.50 4.50.
Good to choice
Early during the meeting a telegram
Sheep Steady.
signed by John B. Simon and Rich- wethers. S5.156.00: fair to choice
mond Stateinstand, of New York, was mixed. $4.40 5.15; western sheep,
read. It stated that the contract for $5.005.80; native lambs, $3.007.25;
the building of an electric railway un- western lambs, $5.007.25.
Loose joints, bow legs, big
der the existing franchise had been
PROVISIONS.
AND
GRAIN
head, and soft bones mean
signed, and asked for an extension of
ago
Eighteen
months
the franchise.
It is atypical disease
Chicago, 111., March 17. The close: rickets.
the company put up $1,000 in forfeit
Wheat May, 744c; July, 71Vic; for the best workings of Scott's
money with the guarantee that they Sept., 69
70c.
would build at least two miles within
July. 43
Emulsion.
Corn May,
the extended time. As other railway
Sept., 42c.
43c;
For the weak bones Scott's
propositions had been presented the
July, 31
Oats May,
to
regard
no
the
in
action
supplies those
council took
31c; Sept., 28MsC July, $16.75;
franchise.
$17.52;
May,
Pork
powerful tonics the hypophos- Hon. H. B. Fergusson addressed the Sept., $16.50.
council in interest of Hon. O. A. CromLard May, $9 80; July, $9.t2; bepi., phitcs. For the loss of liesh
well, stating that at the next meeting $9.62.
Scott's Emulsion provides the
he would have a definite street railway
Ribs May, $9.50; July, $9.3o; Sept.,
proposition from Mr. Cromwell to pre $9.22.
oil.
nourishing cod-livsent. The council decided to listen to
Scott's Emulsion corrects
any proposition regarding the building
WOOL MARKET.
railway
next
at the
of an electric
the effects of imperfect nourSt. Louis.
meeting.
St. Louis, March 17. Wool Firm; ishment and brings rapid imterritory and western medium, 16
provement in every way to
POLICE COURT.
17V&c; fine, 1416c; coarse, 1315c.
rickety children.
Judge Crawford uad a full house at
STOCKS, MONEY AND METAL.
Send for Free Sample.
the session of police court this morn
Chemist., 409 I'eatl St., N. Y.
ing, mostly drunks of various types
New York, March 17. The following BCOTT ft BOWN E,
Kour were given their choice of $5 or were the quotations of the New York
five days of service on the streets stock market at the close of today:
three others were given ten days to Atchison
r... 81
men
97
work out. Two of the five-daAtchison, preferred
paid their fines and the others were New York Central
13'
put to work. Carlos Greigo, an old Pennsylvania
142V&
63
offender, who is in debt to the city now Southern Pacific
92
for about two months of street labor Union Pacific
91
which he overlooked, was put to work
Union Pacific, preferred
Carlos Is U. S. Steel
3fi
on a ten days' contract.
tricky and It was no time before the
8CVi
U. S. Steel, preferred
street commissioner missed Carlos
W. C. T. U. Medal Contest.
lie bad disappeared as though swal
Mrs. Marshall, territorial president
lowed up by the sand. But the Btreet
commissioner was not to be fooled of the Woman's Christian Temperance
any more, bo securing the ball and union, has been invited to attend the
chain he went In search of the missing oratorical contest here next week aud
link. He found Carlos at home quietly make the presentation address to the
enjoying life. The heavy weight was successful speaker. During the recent
In Santa Fe over the Sunday
fastened to his foot and he was put to agitation
closing and local option bill, she has
been in the legislative halls striving
to influence eminent voters to advoHELPS HEALTH
cate law enforcement.
Chief Engineer Davis of the American Lumber comnanv will leave to
night for the timber lands out west.
He will be absent several days.

Photo-grap- h

Ever Made

Z

Paine's Celery

Who dare denv the assertion that
Paine's Celery Compound makes sick
people well and happy? Physicians
and the tens of thousands saved from
the perils of disease and plucked from
the grave, have given proof that the
wonder working medicine Is a life sav
er. Today, Paine's Celery Compound
is the one true and specific recognized
and prescribed for all diseases arising
from a debilitated nervous system.
It is a positive cure for insomnia, dys- pc psla, wasting
strength, neuralgia,
rheumatism, liver and kidney troubles.
For all fiiich complaints Paine's Celery
Compound has done marvelous things
and triumphed when nil other means
failed. Mr. J. 0. Lamson, Prairie View,
111., gratefully writes about his restor
Judges cf Land Court.
Washington, March 17. The presi- ation to health as follows:
years old,
"I am nearly reventy-flvdent sent the following nominations
rnd have put off golns to the grave
to the senate:
Judges of the court of private land yard and gone to farming again.
claim., Chief jiirt'ce, Joseph P. Reed, Paine's Celery Compound Is my life
Iowa; associate justices, Henry C. and strength. It has raised mc from a
Sluss, Kansas; Wm. M. Murray, Ten- low condition of life to the best of
nessee; Wilbur F. Stone, Colorado; health. When I flrsf commenced with
the Compound, I weighed one hundred
Frank I. Osborne, Noith Carolina.
pounds, but now I weigh one hundred
ABOUT BACTERIA.
and twenty pounds. I am well and feel
well, and my neighbors all congratuTheir Nature and the Wajs of Getting late me upon my good healthy looks."
Rid of There.
Bacteria are jelly like cells, of
size, and of various shapes fore, for such of human Ills as come
soap
and species, which produce disease. from the surface of the body, Is
and water, applied with considerable
These cells vary iu size from
of an inch to as small as one- - energetic rubbing.
For the purpose of thoroughly re
of an inch.
Bacteria belong to the vegetable king- moving the obstructions and accumuskin, a
dom, and multiply with great rapidity; lations from the surface of the
employed, be
the method being by dividing into two pure soap should beeasy
and perfect
equal parts. This division Is said to cause such soap is an
been found also
sometimes occur as often as an hour. eolvent to dirt. It has
soap the stronger
It is only lack of sustenance that pre- that the purer the
Its antiseptic properties. By antisepvents their assuming enormous
power to
These bacteria exist in almost tic properties, we mean its
e'estroy
bacteria.
everything; In the air, in the water, in
With good public sanitation and
the earth, in our food, on the surface
cleanliness,
the
personal
of our bodies, In the cavities thereof, careful
a
getting
disease
bacterial
for
chances
in fact almost everywhere.
materially
is
upon
individual
the
hold
Perhaps there is no way, or place,
and serious epidemics made
that these bacteria may do more con- lessened,
stant and daily harm to health than Impossible,
upon the surface of the human body.
L. E. Densmore of Gallup Is in the
The basteria thrive best and multiply city on legal business.
faster In dirt, and heat and moisture.
Almost twenty per cent of the total
The deep dulcet tones of the cello,
execration of the body is through the as Interpreted by an artist such as Mr.
fckin. The skin Itself Is constantly reBlondin Is, will surely delight the munewed from underneath, and the epi- sic loving audience that will assemble
dermis, or outer skin, Is constantly at Colombo hall on Friday to hear the
being cast off. These two facts, to- fine Metropolitan concert.
gether with the inevitable external aco
cumulation, supply a fertile field for
Green, the emblem of the sacred day
the bacteria, while the heat and mois- of the Irish, is greatly in evidence toture are furnished by the body itself. day. Neckties, ribbons and shamrocks
Unless the skin Is persistently and are being worn by every
constantly cleansed, all kinds of troucitizen. "At St. Mary's hall the
blous diseases result. This cleansing day will be observed publicly, and this
Rubbing with evening Harry McKay, the vaudeville
is largely mechanical.
water produces much of the needed artist of the southwest, will give a
elimination. The use of soap makes grand specialty entertainment In honcleansing more easy and more effect or of Ireland's patron saint, St. Pative, because soap Is a solvent, and rick.
loosens the accumulation on the skin
so that they may be more thoroughly
Everything points to the fact that
removed.
the Metropolitan concert on Friday
Medication, in soap, is of small night will be the chief music event of
value, because the progress of the ex- the season. Every porson on the procreta is outward, the work of the soap gram is an artist.
Is only to remove debris, and It Is dif
S OLID COMFORT.
ficult to impregnate a stream from
For a hot fire on a cold day our Cer- mouth to source. The remedy, there
Hahn,
rilloB lump beats them all.
'phones.
both
RICKETY CHILDREN.

3434c;

THEMf

SEEN

S

Skipped

Harry McKay, a well known deputy
sheriff, did some smooth detective
work yesterday in recovering a watch
stolen from a Colorado horseman by a
young man named Will Scott, whom
he was grub staking. Scott, who was
formerly employed nt the Alvarado,
lost his job and was up against the
real living proposition. The horseman
took pity on hiin and give him a lift
oa meals and other sundries. Saturaffair took
day night an InfotniEl
place In the hoiseman's rooms on First
street at which Scott was the only
guest. He departed late and the next
moinlng a gold watch and considerable
mcney was missing, so was Scott.
It seemed like a case of he c ame, he
saw, he grabbed, but Harry McKay's
quick ear caught a rumor that one of
the cooks at the Alvarado had recently
hit a bargain on a fine gold watch. He
Investigated and found out that the
cook had purchased the watch from
hcott for $5. When the horseman saw
the watch he Identified It as the one
he lost. Scott has gone and that seems
to be all there Is to it.

THOU

AND RAKES
;

HARNESS and SADDLES
Our prices

Special

Pioe

a

!!

Saving to ifou.

' Attention Given to Out of
Write Us.
Town Trade,

J.K0RBER&C0.

Alb
exico
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The Yield of U.
JUST RIGHT

Government
Per Cent. Ikmds (1922)
compared with the returns on
the 5'! twenty year gold bonds
4

The Groceries you buy here are just right.
The best quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-cc- nt

issued by

Tut: Mutual
Life Insurance Company
of New York,

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
Remember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these thingc.

Kichnid A. MtCurdy, 1'rrtMeni,

A. J. MALOY,

214 W. Railroad Ave

is shown in a

uoccooecoooocoeoftoera

which

A. DAY,

PARRY
Manager for New Mexico,
Albuquerque, '. M.

for a fine body Brussels for your parlor? Won't need a telescope to locate
It here If you guide your footsteps In
our direction. But Brussels carpets
ore ly no means the masure of our
carpet capacities here are choice
royal wiltons, extra super
Ingrains, all rightly priced. All kinds
of floor coverings.

ST. PATRICK'S AFFAIR.

.1

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Street and Gold Avenu"

Cor. Second

Boarding and Rooming House Agency
INFORMATION FREE.
Why walk all over town hunting for rooms and board?
We have a great many desirable rooms in all parts of the city.
Agents for Camp Bernie 22 miles from Albuquerque
Terms Very Reasonable.

Grant

Purdy

&

South First Street

Beaven's Coal Office

Co.

Notice.
Subscribers to the Albuquerque East
em railway terminals and American
Lumber company saw mill site are
hereby notified that a second call for
an additional
of the subscrip
tions Is now called for to be paid into
the Bank of Commerce on or before
the 22d Inst.
Out of the funds received on the first
call, your committee has paid out over
$11,000 on account t)f purchase of saw
mill site and right of way, on vouchers
approved by the auditing committee.
There Is urgent need for prompt
payment not later than date named, as
final payments must be made on properties in conformity with our contracts
and agreements. It will greatly facilitate matters If subscribers make payment to the Bank of Commerce direct
and not await personal call.
C. F. MYERS, Trustee.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 12, 1903.

The above numbers draw the clock and ring,
respectfully. Holders of tickets bearing above
numbers please call at once with the tickets.

Rflaynard,

one-thir-

The Jeweler
THIRD STREET

Meat Market

it Ms

AU

kinds

CSh

m Sal

MwJs
4

ifEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

d

We have no competition on our line
1). Weiller & Co,
of teas and coffees.
o
Go to the White Elephant

nmiL nlciix vvuki

(

MASONIC BCILDIN9.

AMERICAN

Grand Specialty Entertainment at St.
Mary'a Hall Tonight.
Following is the program:
Overture "St. Tatriek's Day," Prof.
Dl Muuro and Orehestra.
Harp Solo "The Harp That Onee
Through Tara's Halls," Madame De
Wolfe.
Vocal Solo Selected, Miss Louise
Harris.
"Hilly" Grimmer "Will Tell You How-I- t
Happened."
Piano Solo "Spring Flowers," by
Fink, Miss Ethel Gatlin.
Vocal Solo "My Wild Irish Rose,"
Miss Belle Armijo.
"Queer, Quaint and Qulzical Gags,"
philosopropounded by the Mack-facpher, Harry McKay.
'Cello Solo Selected, Joseph A.
Blondin.
Master Will De Wolfe, the juvenile
musical prodigy, In various entertainments.
Hass Solo Selected, Edward F.
Thomas.
Piano Solo "Valse de Fleurs," Miss
Stella Boatrlght.
Our stock of olives, preserves, pick
les and table relishes are the finest to
be found anywhere. D. V. Weiller &

245 and 300

p

,

N. THIRD 8TRFV

nurrtL,

--

silver
TRUSS.

;

can

ledger statement
be obtained by

addressing

ARE YOU LOOKING

SO 2

S.

German imported beer.
Iron Germany.

for the

Just received

o

Fine Crockery.
A fine line of the celebrated Charles
Meaken and other noted brands just
received and you will be surprised to
see how cheaply you can buy them. W.
V. Futrelle Furniture Co., corner Second street and Gold avenue.

Princess Patricia Coming Out.

lindon. March

17 1103

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Pcrmum who
take an Interest In the doings of royal
ty were reminucu ny me announcement In the court ralendar that today
is the seventeenth birthday of Princess
Victoria Patricia or i. onnaught, who
was lorn on St. Patrick's day, 1S6.
Princess Patricia will appear at court
for the first time win n her parents, the
Duke and Duchess of Connaught, return from India. Princess Ena of
who will sunn celebrate her
seventeenth birthday, will probably
u at tne same
nave ner coimns
time. If princesses can ever reallv be
17.

HONEY TO LOAN
organs,

On Furniture,

Pianos,
Tlorses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time ' Is given.
Wkjout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain In your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Budding,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

OO

Albert Fatter..

!

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

Headquarter

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
House Furnishing Goods.

and

We Are Showing for the- ,-

said to come out. These two fair
young debutantes, with Princess Alice
of Albany and Princess Margaret of
Lonnaugnt, iorm a cnarmlng quartet
of marriageable nhves of King Ed
ward.

making the convention the largest and
best ever held by the state association.
The reports of the officers prepared for
presentation Indicate a healthy growth
of the organization.
The convention
program covers three days and there
will be addresses by prominent Sunday
Chicago Clubs Training.
school workers of this and other states
IT
Chicago, March
The Chicago together with papers and
discussions
ball players of the American League
and an elaborate musical program.
team celebrated St. Patrick's day to
day by shaking the winter's dtist from
Railway Men Meet.
their feet and frisking away for the
Chicago. March 17. The American
balmy climate of Albania. The team Railway Engineering
and Maintenance
will not stop, according to Manager of Way association opened
Comiskey, until it reaches Mobile, annunl convention today at its fourth
the Audiwhere ten days will b spent In pre- torium hotel. The attendance Is lnrge
liminary training. Beginning the next and the convention promises to be one
week the club will start to work its of the lust ever held by
the associaway northward by easy stages, stop- tion.
ping to play en route at Montgomery
and Birmingham, at Evansville, Peoria,
Back from Europe.
liloomington and Pecntur and then
New York. March 17. The steamer,
taking a western trip as far ns St. Kron Pi'lns Wllhelm, from Bremen and
Joseph, Mo., before returning to Chi Southampton arrived today. Among
cago to open the season.
her passengers were Chas. M. Schwab,
president of the United States Steel
Degree for M. Jusserand.
Corporation, and D. R. Francis, presiChicago, March 17. M. Jean Jules dent of the Louisiana Purchase expoJusserand, the French ambassador at sition.
Washington, was honored by the University of Chicago today, which conVictory for the Osteopath.
Dr. Conner returned from the capital
ferred upon him the honorary degree
of Doctor of Laws. The degree was on delayed train No. 7, where he done
conferred at the annual winter convo- some effective work In behalf of the
cation of the university in the presence science of osteopathy, having passed
of a distinguished gathering. Refer- the osteopathic bill In both houses by
ence was made to M. Jusserand'B unanimous vote. The doctor, In his
great works in diplomacy and law, eighteen months' residence In Albuand especially to his expressed friend- querque, has distinguished himself In
ship for America. The principal ad- many victories, both at the bedside of
dress was made by Rev. Frank
the sick and In every legal battle that
The degree was conferred by has confronted him.
President William Harper, and M. Jusserand, In response to loud calls for a
CLASSIFIED ADS.
speech, made a brief address In which
he expressed his heartfelt appreciation
Note-- All classified advertisements
of the honor conferred upon him.
or ratir "liners," one cent a word for
Matthews vs. McPartland.
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Pittsburg, Pa., March 17. A delega- any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
tion of sporting men from the Smoky In order to Insure proper classification
City will go to Homestead tonight for all "liners" should be left at this ofp. m.
the purpose of witnessing the bout fice not later than 3 o'clock
bescheduled to be pulled off there
LOST.
tween Matty Matthews, the
LOST Open-facegold watch, bechampion, who recently defeattween West Silver avenue and old
ed Tom Couhlg, and "Kid" McParttown. Reward to finder by returning
land, the rugged lightwelgnt of this
to Everitt's Jewelry store. '
city. The two are
rivals In
the ring. As both liave always put up
WANTED.
a hard fight when, they met the prospects are that their encounter tonight WANTED Highest price paid for
gents' second hand clothing and
will be a rattling affair from gong to
tools. Send address and will call. R.
gong. Judging from reports from their
Sweeny, 615 South First street
respective training quarters both men
WANTED Traveling man; salary 180
are In good shape for the battle.
month; all expenses; $25 cash required. Call at Hoffman house, or
Will Diicuta Reform.
Colorado Springs, Colo., March 17.
address Leslie Warfel, Albuquerque,
N. M.
Under the auspices of the National
Reform association a notable confer- WANTED Men for steady employment; salary fSO per month. Call at
ence began here today and will conHoffman house, or address Leslie
tinue through tomorrow. Among other
interesting features of the program Is
Warfel, Albuquerque, N. M.
an address by President Slocum, of WANTED Ladles read: C. health
skirt supporter suspends skirts from
Colorado College on "The Absolute
shoulders, relieves backache; holds
Law of Right the Essential Basis of
All True Legislation."
skirts and waist in place; recommended by physicians; guaranteed.
Georgia Sunday School.
Mailed on receipt of 75 cents each.
Madison, Ga., March 17. Several
Agents wanted. C. Skirt Supporter
score of Sunday school workers from
Company, Sherman, Texas.
all parts of the state have arrived MANAGER
WANTED Trustworthy
here to attend the thirtieth annual
lady or gentleman to manage busiconvention of the Georgia State Sunness In this county and adjoining
day School association. As many more
territory for well and favorably
delegates are expected to put in an
known house of solid financial standappearance before tomorrow morning,
ing; $20 straight cash salary and
expenses, paid each Monday by
check direct from headquarters.
money advanced; position permanent. Address Thomas Cooper,
Manager, 1030 Caxton Bldg., Chica-

Spring Season
Foor

a large assortment of

Covering', comprising all the
!atcst Weaves and colorings in
Axminster, Velvet, Milton,
Moquette, Body and Tapestry
Brussels and Ingrain.

...

..C-A-JEtFE.T'

Linoleum, Oil Cloth,
LARGEST

China and Japan Matting

VARIETY AND

THE

LOWEST

PRICES

90C0CCOeX30OeX

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IK'. PORTED A DOMESTIC WINrtS A COGNAC.
The Coolest and High it Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Best Imported and Domestic Cigar

Gun-saulu-

oexoox3ooeoooxDooex):o

FURNITURE
AT

LIVINQ PRICES
EXTRA

IN

BARGAINS

)

Iron Beds, Springs
and Mattresses

d

AND ESPECIALLY IN

old-tim-

Charter Oak Ranges
Crockery,

Granite-war- e

and Tinware
J

EASY PAYMENTS.
New and Second Hand Goods, Bought,
Sold and Exchanged.

m

m3f Rnmarfoila
UUI UUUIIU
I

A
VA

P.n

VUi

117 GOLD AVENUE.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

!

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U S. DEPOSITORY.
Depository for the Sinta Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies. J

To-pe-

ka

o

c

LIGHT.

Mutual

COOL.
Wear.
pressure on
I or Bark.
understraps.
ever moves.

Esy lo
Retains
Severest

llerni
with Comfort.

Telephone

J.

43.

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. 11.

No. 203

)

H. O'RIELLY

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.

2

JUST RECEIVED

TH 1ST.

s

ELMO

SAKPIE AND CLUB ROOM.

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

Toti & Gradi
DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND

3
5
2

Ostrich

1

1.

.

UODORS.

Free Delivery to all
Old Phone 247

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.

Flour, Feed, Provision. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian
doods.

50c lo $1.50
Dusters from
50c to $3.00
COME AND EXAMINE

g
g

II . O'Rielly & Co.

FOR SALE.
Fresh cows at reasonable
prica at Kelly's, five and a half
miles south of the city.
FOR SALE Four lots on North Third
street. Inquire at 524 North Fourth
street.
FOR SALE A furnished restaurant
and lodging house In connection; the
best location In the city, close to
depot and shops; will sell at a bargain. Inquire 107 South First street.
21C
FOR SALE Phaeton, cheap.
North Walter.
FOR SALE Four houses on South
First street, as follows: One a
two, four rooms each, and one
five rooms; cause, leaving city. Will
sell at bargain.
Address Frank
Daniels, H13 South First street.
FOR SALE From one to 100 hives of
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520
South Third street; Old 'Phono 189;
can also Inquire of J. L. Altlieimer.

I

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
O.

5

AflES, Proprietor.

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron Work to Order
Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

FASHION'S FANCY
IN

Men of

I

p.

e.

MALTHOID - ROOFING
NEEDS NO PAINTING.
Put Up In Rolls Complete With Fixtures for Laying. Durability Guaranteed Write tor Booklet and Samples

J.

Two large front, sunny
rooms, nicely furnished for housekeeping, with use of front porch.
905 South Third street.
FOR RENT Nic e 4 room cottage, 723
South Fourth street, near shops;
A. Fleisher, 2i2,i South Sec$12.
ond street.
FOR RENT 15 room furnished house,
Inquire at
suitable for boarding.
Citizen office.
FOR RENT

&

C. BALDRIDCE,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

-

Y-

taste in dress will be pleased with our

Hand-som- e

Spring1 Neckwear. The styles and patterns are
ious and numerous. The prices reasonable.
Twenty-fiv- e
cents for some scarfs.

ron rent.

North Third Street

ALBUQUERQUE

315 SECOND STREET

Parlor

g

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
McMillan.
II. F. Raynolds, - -- - -- -

FOR SALE

of the City.
7

I.

FINE LINE OF

g

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

go.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216

Sole agents for San Antonio Lima.

Parte

A

Ifeatlier
Dusters
Best line of
Dusters from

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
120 W.

& CO.

Authotiz:d Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

Some especially handsome ones at 50c to 73c. They
are made from choice selections of silks, including Foulards,
Rumchundas and Jaspers and many new weaves.
Of course we have Ties and Scarfs for Summer wear.
This la the store lor new Ideas in Neckwear.

m

LOANS.
In sums to suit.
Address, postoffUe box 3&3, Albuquerque, N. M.

.MONEY TO LOAN

var-

i

THE LEADING CLOTHIER IN ALBUQUERQUE

MARCH 17 1903
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SANTA

FE.

From the New Mexican.
J. B. Saint, of Albuquerque, connected with the commercial department of
the Pennsylvania Development company, is In the city on business.
Dr. C. H. Connor, of Albuquerque,
who takes rank as a leading practitioner of the Puke City, is in the capital working for the passage of a Mil
authorizing and allowing the practice
of osteopathy in the territory.
A full grown mare owned by Octav-JanRodriguez was killed on Saturday
by mountain lions near his ranch on
the Canjonclto del Tesuqite and partly
devoured l.y these animals. They were
evidently large and hungry.
John C. Sears, of the local office
force of the Santa Ke railway, returned
last evening from San Antonio. Texas,
which place he had visited as a delegate from the local lodge of the Woodmen of the World to the district convention of the order held there last
week. There were 775 delegates from
lodges in the district comprising Texas. New Mexico and Arizona present at
the convention. A very enjoyable and
good time was had ly the delegates.
The national convention of the Woodmen of the World will he held at Minneapolis in May.

The Smile that Won't Come Off.

Denver

& Rio

Grande System
RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE & SANTA FE

DENVER A RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN

THE POPULAR LINE TO
d
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, Sin Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

o

The Smile that means delight and mirth,
The Smile that beams around the earth,
The Smile that smiles for all it's worth
The Smile that Won't Come Off.

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.

The Tourists' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line pasting through Salt Lake City en route to Paclfil Coast.
Through Sleeping Care between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springe, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Lot Angeles.
DINING CAR SERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

.

J. A. EDSON, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

THE.

The Smile that widens in delight,
That makes all frowns fly out of sight;

.The Real Cause of Dandruff and Bald-

ness.
At one time dandruff was attributed
to the result of a feverish condition of
the scalp, which threw off the dried
cuticles In scales.
Professor Unna. Hamburg. Germany,
noted authority on skin diseases, ex
plodes this theory and says that dan
druff is a germ disease.
This germ is really responsible for
the dandruff and for bo many bald
heads. It can lie cured if It la gone
elKwt in the right way. The right way
of course, and the only way, Is to kill
the germ.
Newbro'a Herpicide does this, and
causes the hair to grow luxuriantly
just as nature Intended it should.
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
10c In stamps for sample to The Her
picide Co., Detroit, Mich. B. H. Brlggs quarters at Norfolk, Neb., is in the city for San Francisco, Cal., where he will
& Co., special agents.
on a pleasure trip and expresses him- remain in the future.
llaker Bros, bought of Anderson, of
self as highly pleased with New MexALAMOGORDO.
head
ico in general and Laa Vegas In par- Colorado City, Texas, twenty-siDurham
bulls
and
fine
Hereford
of
From the News.
ticular.
Two more manufacturing concerns
The woman's federation met in the breeds. The bulls will be placed on
early
construe
are being talked of for
city hall yesterday, a goodly number their ranches on the Animas.
Last Wednesday. March 11, our justion that will add materially to Alamo-itord- being present and seven new members
nay rolls and to the railroad being received. Several plans of work tice of the peace, Edward Pennington,
company's outgoing tonnage.
were discussed, one seeming most celebrated the sixtieth anniversary of
Christ Yeager stopped over for a few needful being spring houBe cleaning. his birth, and on that day Ed. said he
hours Wednesday on his way to Lords-hur- Superintendents of departments were never felt better In his life. He cerwhere he has some valuable min- elected, who will be assisted by able tainly does not look to be anywhere
ing prospects. He reports success in assistants. Mrs. Rapp was named to near that old, and from present appearall of his properties.
be superintendent of the social depart- ances ought to live to be a hundred.
S. E. Pelphrey was the lowest bidder, ment, Mrs. J. G. McNary, musical deDanger of Colda and Grip.
at $8.Si)0, for the erection of the partment, and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham,
greatest danger from colds and
The
buildstore
and
Pythias
hall
Knights of
civic department.
grip
their resulting In pneumonia.
is
ing, which is to be built on a corner
If reasonable care Ja- - used, " nowever,
facing the pierce store. The plans may
What's Ine a Name?
name wnen u &u3 CTiamtiefiain s Cough Remedy
Everytwns !n-tu!e changed to reduce the cost
Lowes to Witch Hazle Salve. E. C. taken, all danger will be avoided.
The Alamugoido Improvement com- DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, discovered, Among the tens of 'thousands who have
ome years ago, how to make a salve used this remedy for these diseases we
pany will soon institute a system of exom Witch Hazel that Is a specific for have yet to learn of a single case reperimental wells alout Alamogordo for
iles. For blind, bleeding, Itching and
which shows
the purpose of developing water for Ir- protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns, sulting In pneumonia,
Is
a
certain preconclusively
It
that
In
doing
so
rigation, being warranted
bruises and all skin diseases, DeWltt's ' ventative of that dangerous disease.
..
twl
tH
1.
rnn
by investigation of the subject during
nA nn..n1
Thin l.na
r an attack of the
cure
rise to numerous worthless counter-- .
the past few months.
feits. Ask for DeWitt's the genuine. grip In less time than any other treatment. It is pleasant and safe to take.
B. H. Briggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
Grip Remedies in Great Demand.
For sale by all druggists.
When colds and grip are prevalent
DEMING.
the quickest and surest remedies are In
CARLSBAD.
geat demand. Mr. Joseph D. Williams, From the Headlight.
Argus.
of McDuff, Va., says that he was cured
Gilbert M. Harris, who for a number From the
of a very deep and lasting attack of la of years has been a resident of this
Miss Delia DeArcy Is acting as asgrippe by using Chamberlain's Cough city, left for Prescott, Ariz., where he sistant operator at the local station.
Remedy after trying several other pre- will in the future make his home.
, She Is an old Carlsbad girl, sister to
parations with no effect. For sale by
Arthur , who is Interested in the Mrs. C. W. Moore, ana many ineuua
all druggists.
canigra farm on the Mlmbrcs and for hone her appointment here Is a per
o
the past four years has spent a por- manent one.
LAS VEGAS.
Dave Horton bought from John
tion of his time In this country, left
From the Optic.
A letter to his parents in this city
states that Boaz Long sailed from
Vera Cruz, Mex., for Yucatan on the
3d inst.
D. D. Harkness and Charles P. Hammond will sow luo acres of wheat and
sorehum on their new farm near
Romeroville this year.
Miss Maud Ellis has entirely recovered from her case of measles, and
today went down to her home In BerStage and
Over Eighty Per Cent in
nalillo. Her school at the springB has
been closel indefinitely on account of
Second Stage
Per Cent in
diphtheria.
Charles Russell's cow fell through
This Disease are Cured by
the platform of the Russell well. The
well is some twelve feet deep and the
poor animal laid in the cold water for
alout two hours before she was finally
NEW 0Z0N0F0RM TREATMENT
rescued. The McSchooler Transfer
company hauled her to the surface a
verv stifl and bruised cow, out fortu
nately with no bones broken.
As to a cure for consumption, there has been enlless theorizing
Just liefore No. 2 arrived this after
and numberless "cures" have been advocated, practiced and abandoned.
noon ciuite an excitement was created
at the depot. A tramp went Into the
Those proposed have generally been based on the alleged discovery of
Castaneda bufl'e, and asked for a drink
some mysterious compound having the effect of arresting the disease.
Upon being refused he became abusive
There are of course very pertinent reasons why these "discovThe mauager was informed, and or
should withhold from the public information as to the nature
erers"
dered him off the premises, whereupon
remedies, but If this is necessary, It is hardly likely to beget
of
their
at
epithets
hurling
began
his trainplets
confidence.
widespread
pro
the manager. That gentleman
ceeded to enforce his demands with
THE OZONOFORM TREATMENT.
the toe of his boot, kicking the tramp
The new Ozonoform Treatment for Consumption which has been
into the street, where he was taken In
by Dr. Frederick J. Fielding and Is now being tried with the
Introduced
charge by the police. Onlookers who
above satisfactory results at the Fielding Institute in the Hicks Buildhad not seen the beginning of the
ing, San Antonio, is sharply differentiated from the other
Irani, le were somewhat incensed at
cures first is the fact that Its nature Is openly proclaimed by its
the rough treatment the tramp recelv
ed, but when the thing was traced u
originator, Dr. Kretchmeycr, of Berlin, and secoud, that it Is founded,
it ai.ueared that he received his de
not on some sudden and accidental discovery of a curative substance,
ierts.
but on the results of years of study and experimentation along the lines
which modern scientific thought has indicated as the most likely to
From the Record.
Gallsteo
for
left
M.
Alarid
bring about satisfactory results.
H.
Jesus
at which place he will teach school.
GET DR. FIELDING'S BOOK.
his
Arthur Ilfeld was celebrating
A full description of the new Ozonoform Treatment, together with
twenty first anniversary today. Among
reinformation of value to consumptives Is contained In a book
much
presents
he
the various birthday
which has recently been published by Dr. Fielding. It la a handsomely
ceived was one of ?ot)0 from his
mother for abstaining from sHokiu
Illustrated work, and everyone Interested In the subject should write or
until he was of age.
Dr. Fielding at the Hicks Building, San Antonio, Texas, for a copy
James Kennedy, route agent of the
of it. It Is sent free of charge.
American Express company for the
division, with head- -
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Quaker Oats
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Smile
IN CONNECTION WITH THE

that's

all right!

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

The Smile that Won't Come Off.
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NEW CURE FOR

CONSUMPTION
Stventy
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the First
the

the

(so-calle-
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TO THE NORTH AND EAST
"THE FASTEST EVER"
TO

a

Mlhlford the latter's place near Otis,
EVERY PAGE OF THIS PAPER
City,
Memthis week, paying therefor $2,250. The
is good reading, but the best of
farm comprises eighty acres of good
page
3.
where
That's
them all is
land, over half of which Is In alfalfa.
you will find cur ad.
Allison & Hancher made the deal.
LION STORE.
Work is being rushed on the new
Call on Agent for full information
flume in order to make up for the time
A. N. BROWN, G. P. A., E.
System, El Pato, Texas.
lost by the inclement weather of two
weeks ago. It Is still thought that DEVOE'S READY - MIXED PAINi
water will be turned Into the big canal
One Gallon Covert 300 Square Feet
some time before April 1.
TWO COATS.
daughter of SuperinThe
tendent Barney Campbell is hovering'
The Great Republican
between life and death, this week, sufPaper of America
At last acfering from peritonitis.
counts she was slightly better, but
The Or eat News.
very low.
paper of the
J. J. Draper, the cowman recently
hr.Irora, Midland, began work last
week on his neV ?BjJ(J'J..resldence, to
lot"jtirt flortn
be built on the
Almost equal to a Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
of town, bought a few weeks ago from
news form all parts of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor
Joseph S. Stevens.
rect Market Reports. ' A variety of interesting and instructive reading matMrs. M. C. Westcott, of Otis, whose
ter for every member ot the family. Unequaled as a Newspaper and Home
husband died several weeks ago, and
Journal. Two papers very week. Oa Dollar a year SAMPLE COPIES
who accompanied the latter's remains
FREE.
to Chicago for burial, returned last
week from her sad errand. Her moth'
THE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St.Louls Mo.
er, Mrs. T. Uuiiiaume, returned witn
her and will make a long visit at her
daughter's farm home near Otis.

Kansas

St. Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.

TWICE EVERY WEEK

Painters Suppugs.

IOC OL

I

A!c

JLtfUUlO

.GlobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR

ten-acr-

e

Iff 11 11

A badge

of the
Burlington.

SEVERE ATTACK OF GRIP
Cured by One Bottle of Chamberlain'
Cough Remedy.
"When I haa an attacK of the grip
last winter (the second one) I actually
cured myself with one bottle of Cham
berlains Cough Remedy," says Frank
W. Perry, editor of the Enteprlse, of
Shortsvllle, N. Y. "This Is the honest
truth. I at times kept from coughing
myself to pieces by taking a teaspoon
ful of this remedy, and when the cough
lng spell would come on at night I
would take a dose and It seemed that
in the briefest
interval the cough
would pass off and I would go to sleep
perfectly free from cough and its ac
companying pains. To say that the
remedy acted as a most agreeable sur
prise Is putting it very mildly. I had
no Idea that It would or could knock
out the grip, simply because I had
never tried It for such a purpose, but it
did, and it seemed with the second attack of coughing the remedy caused It
to not only be of less duration, but the
pains were far less severe, and I had
not used the contents of one bottle De
For
for Mr. Grin had bid me adieu.
tale by all druggists.

SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE GOODS
Harness
Saddles

"For years and years a Burlington badge or a Burlingengine-mabrakeman,
ton uniform, whether on train-maor agent, has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
an American gentleman and the loyalty to duty of the trained
soldier." Nebraska City News.

Fine Cowboy Saddles, Leather, Dus
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc

Albuquerque

The North Pole Saloon

From the Hustler.
Work has been renewed on the Pres
byterlan parsonage, and if the weather
permits will lie rushed to completion
A large force of brick layers are now
engaged laying the walls.
The last of the machinery for the
new flour mill is now here and being
set In place. A few days more an
Mr. Pitrat will be ready to grind meal
Those having any corn to be ground
are requested to bring It In.
W. F. Hunter and wife departed for
Cabe.on, Bernalillo county, this terri
tory, where they will make their fu
ture home. Mr. Hunter having accepted a position as clerK In the store of
Julius Wolff of that place.
W. N. Klgbt has discovered a new
Industry. Last fall he planted a row
of antichokes luo feet long, and yesterday dug up over Cuo pounds of the
vegetable. An acre planted and turned
over to hogs would be a regular mint.
I .a grippe coughs yelld quickly to
the wonderful curative qualities of
Foley's Honey and Tar. There Is noth-

Gentlemen: l.t t us take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.

TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
TO KANSAS CITY AND ST. LOUIS.
TWO THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
BURLINGTON RAILS ALL THE WAY.

Thos F. Keloher

406 Railroad Avenue

Alvarado

n,

15c to $1,501

Whips

FARMINGTON.

ing else "Just as good."
Pharmacy.

$5.50 to $40. Ou
$7.50
$5.25 to $55.00

Farmers' Plow Harness,

FINE LIQUORS AND CIGARS

lip

Sole Agents for Lemp's Standard Beer.
CHAS. L. KEPPELER, Proprietor.
213 South Cecond Street.

Silver
Avenue
Stable

rent'

DENVER.

.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Old 'Phone A22.

Saddle Horses a Specialty. We o
board horse andhave first class rig
s
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
for hire.
o

B. A. SLEYSTER.

3

ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
ROOMS 12 14. CROMWKLL BLOCK.
Automatlo Telephone 174.

Of
Of

FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securli
nnrmftnent relief from irregular
painful periods by using these waiei
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by pur- chaslnK only from our agent.
Paria Toilet Co.. Lowell. Mass., 1m- norters.
W, Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo coumr..

W. VALLERY, General 'A

OC8C8SMaaC8SSSC8C9S3

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
114

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

80 in Mexico City
This "Paris of Latin America" Is situated over six thousand feet
above the level ot the sea. and the heat of the lower altitudes is never
Although not generally known summer is the yery
experienced.
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, ao
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nl&.s lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeies of day, one becomes so entranced
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
"The White Umbrella."

The Mexican Central
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to 11
Call on or address,
points in Mexico.
C. R. HUDSON,
W. 0. MEAD.
W. D. MURDOCK,
O. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
C. A., El Paso.
A. G. & P. A., Mexico

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN TUES A YJ. MARCH

W. H. HAHN

ARBOR

COAL DEALER
Cerrlllos and Gallup Domestlo Lump
Coal, $5.00 par ton.
Anthracite Nut, $730 per ten.
Anthracite, larger alzea, $7.75 par
ton.
Wood and Kindling, all alzea.
Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
Telephonee:

Automatic,

and

41S

The Union
Market
907 Weet Gold Avenue.

WM, GOETTING

CO., Proprletora.

All kind of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

900O00Ovowj

a0X

HOTEL CLAIRE...

.

uuiuwii inay dVUlU II1UCJ1 SICK- ness and pain, says Miss Alma Pratt, if
they will only have faith in the use of
x

wuii

Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

SANTA FE, N. M

Dear Mrs. Tinkham : I feel it my duty to tell all young women
how much Lydia K. Pinkham's wonderful Vegetable Compound has
done for me. I was completely run down, unable to attend school, and
did not care for any kind of society, but now I feel like a new person,
and have gained seven pounds of flesh in three months.
u I recommend it to all young women
who suffer from female
Miss Alma Pratt, Holly, Mich.
FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO YOUNG GIRLS.
All young girls at this period of life are earnestly invited to
write 31 rs. Pinkham for advice; she has guided in a motherly way
w

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS
AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN

GEO.

ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.
WVTVWVWVWVWVWVWVVWVe
E.

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer- In
-

weak-ness-

."

hundreds of young women; her advice is freely and cheerfully
given, and her address is Lynn, Mass.

J udging from the letters she is receiving from so many young girls Mrs.
Pinkham is inclined to the belief that our girls are pushed altogether too near
the limit of their endurance nowadays in our public schools and seminaries.
Nothing is allowed to Interfere with studies, the girl must be pushed to
the front and graduated with honor ; often physical collapse follows, and it
takes years to recover the lost vitality, often it is never recovered.

A Young Chicago Girl Saved from Despair.
" Dear Mrs. Pinkham : I wish to thank you for the help and ben-ef- lt
received through the use of Lvdia E. Pinkham's VegeGroceries tableI have
Compound and Liver Pills. When I was about seventeen
806 WEST
years old I suddenly seemed to lose my usual good
KAILROAD
AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
ueann ana vitality, father said I studied too
Hard, but the doctor thought different and
prescribed tonics, which I took by the
PIONEER BAKERY
quart without relief. Reading one day in
8IM0N BALLING, Proprietor.
the paper of Mrs. l'inkham's great cures,
and finding the symptoms described anSuccessor to Balling Bros.
swered mine, I decided I would give Lydia
Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
We desire patronage, and we
trial I did not say a word to the doctor;
guarantee
baking.
I bought it myself, and took it according
207 8. First St.,
to directions regularly for two months,
Albuquerque, N. M.
and I found that I gradually improved,
and that all pains left me, and I was my
old self once more. Lillie . Sinclair,
17 E. 22d St., Chicago 111."
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the one sure remedy to be relied upon at this important period in a young girl's
life; with it she can go through with courage and safety the work
she must accomplish, and fortify her phvsical well being so that
lier future life may be insured against sickness and suffering.

Staple and

Fancy

first-clas- s

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

ll J

West Railroad Avenue.

f
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MEN AND WOMEN.
I'm Bift O foriinnnttiti
diax
harKud.inflamuHtiuDt

Mriatar.

KnTXEEV.NSCHEMIMlC

t:cniNn,e

Vt.s..

f"

5 l"

trntittionit or lilcermiof
of muroui tvembmat
Pftinletia, and not utrm
gfut or poisonous.
Mold by DrvvcUlaV
or tent ia plm i wrappr(
hr
prn, trpniil, (or
$1.00. or 3 bottle $. 75.
Circular md( oo rwjUMt

A. D. JOHNSON
I

Have a Stock of New Eclipse Wind
Milla and Repalra on hand. Bring
Around Your Wagona.

LEAD

AVENUE, BETWEEN FIRST
AND SECOND 8TREET8.

Auto 'Phone 308.

G.

ALBUQUERQUE.

Badaracco
Dealer In

General Herchandise and
Liquors
Proprietor
All

of the 8ummer Garden
kmas of Country Produce Bought

and Sold.
Goods Delivered Free to all Parts of
the City.
Corner of Third and Tijeraa
Albuquerque
New Mexico

THESouthARCADE
First Street
311

VAJO,

FRANK

Propriitor.

The dpbi oi liquors servea to patrons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds serred.
Nice large rooms, everything bras
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

MELINI & EAKIN
WHOLESALE

LIQlTRS

"

& CIGARS

We Dandle everything .u uur line
Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor
Williams
Louisville, Kentucky.

Ill

8. First

8t,

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Oenfln
r

Jfm

1 1 1 1 1 1

VMWWW

if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and signatures of
leauiuoniais, which will prove their absulute Kenutneness.
l.y.ll K. Plnfchara
Co,, trim, Muk

FORFEIT

sImiv

In Mexican d rawn work we are
showing .a big assortment.
Albert
Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.

Imported beer at the White Elephant
received.

-- Just

w. L. Douglas shoes first spring
o
Aluminum bouse numbers; three for shipment has arrived many new
25 cents. See C. A. Hudson, Second styles in patent vlcl, vlcl kid, French
ana box calf $3 and 3.50. SIMON
avenue.
STERN, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Go to the White Elephant for Muen-cheo
Reck Island Grading to Sub-Le- t
Hofbrau beer.
o
112 miles of grading, concrete and
Early spring styles of W. L. Douglas bridging, between Tucumcarl, New
shoes are at hand.
Every style is Mexico, and Amarillo, Texas. Work
shown from the patent leather vlcl now ready. Estimated half million
dress shoe to the heavy box calf work- yards of sand stone and two and a half
ing styles, at $3 and $3.50.
Simon million yards of earth. Fine material.
Good prices. Address, room 225, New
Stern. Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o
York Life building, Kansas City, MisMrs. Bainuini, at ner parlors, No. souri.
205 South First street, over the Hyde THE W. R. STUBBS CONTRACTING
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
CO.
o
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
A BLUNDER
YOU
MAKE
and ingrowing nails. She gives masif you don't look at our dress
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
goods and silks before buying
Bambini's own preparations of comelsewhere; variety and values un- plexion cream builds up the skin and
matched In rival stores.
Improves the complexion, and are
LION 8TORE.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; re- comes in the light beaver color. The
moves moles, warts and superfluous swellest thing In the market. Simon
hair. Give her a trial. She also has Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
a very fine tooth powder which she
MONUMENTS.
guarantees to be free from all metallic
All kinds of stone and marble work.
substances. It perfumes the breath, Prices moderate. Shop and yard corhardens the gums and makes the teetti ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
clean and white. It Is highly recom
II. Q. MAURINO & CO.
o
mended by all first class dentists. Al
Notice for Publication.
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and
(Homestead Entry No. 5343.)
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegeta- Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., February 20, 1903.
ble compounds. Give her a tital
Notice is hereby given that the folloAutomatic telephone 490.
wing-named
settler has filed notice
o
Removal Notice.
of his intention to make final proof In
J. W. Edwards, tho undertaker, for support of bis claim, and that said
merly located In the N. T. Armljo proof will be made before the Probate
building on Second street, has, moved Clerk of Valencia county, at Los
his parlors into the store room' known Lunas, N. M., on April 1, 1&03, viz.:
ss Grant hall, In the Grant building, Juan Antonio Alderete for the EVa
307 West Railroad avenue. He Invites SEV4. Sec. 14, T. 8 K, It. 5 V.
his patrons to call on him there. Both
He names tho following witnesses to
'phones.
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of, said land, viz.:
Jesus Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
It's just as natural for us to
Seferino Alderete, of Peralta, N. M.;
lead in variety and value as It Is
Jesus Torres, of Peralta, N. M.;
for others to follow.
Otero, of Peralta, N. M.
m
LION STORE.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
I
n

Tran-qullin-

o

I90:i '

DAY PROCLAMATION.

Friday, April 3, Named by Governor
Otero for Tree Planting.
Executive Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 14. 1903; proclamation for
Arbor Day:
Whereas, The laws of the territory
provide that annually at the proper
season the governor shall Issue a
proclamation designating a day to be
set apart and observed by the people
as Arbor day, and that the same shall
be a holiday in all tin- public schools
of tho territory, and s. honl officers and
teachers to have the schools under
tneir charge celenrate the same by
planting trees and
for either
ornament or use.
Now, therefore. I. Miguel A. Otero,
governor of the Territory of New Mexico, In pursuance of t;ic law and by
virtue of the authority In me vested,
do hereby designate and proclaim Friday, April 3. 1903, as Arbor Day, and
urge that the same be observed as a
holiday in our public schools of our
territory and that tlie officers and
teachers In charge of the same are admonished to require tlulr pupils to observe the same by the planting of trees
or shrublery for the beautifying and
adornment of the public school grounds
and places, or in the streets or at their
homes, and that such teachers prepare
suitable exercises for the observance
of the day, and I also urge that all territorial institutions and their regents
or other governing boards take special
care to observe this proclamation, particularly with reference to public exercises to be devoted expressly to the
necessity and beauty of the custom of
each person planting a tree, shrub or
vine, In memory of some great man deceased, or some great man or woman
now living. And as It grows and Its
narrow shade widens, so will the veneration of this day become more potent for good, and in this arid region
prove a lasting benefit to the people,
as well as a living and permanent
monument to the person who plants.
Done at the executive office this, the
14th day of March, A. D. 1903.
Witness my hand and tne great seal
of the Territory of New Mexico.
(Seal)
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
Governor of New Mexico.
By the governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
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A Big Man Now.

The governor of the territory will
be the biggest part of the legislative
assembly from now on. He can veto
any bill presented to hlra by simply
putting It in his pocket and having It
remain there. Here Is hoping that he
will do so should Improper or Injurious
measures be presented to him. New
Mexican.
"Tragedy Averted.
in the nick of time our little
boy was saved," writes Mrs. W. Wat-kinof Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneu-

"Just

monia had played sad havoc with him
and a terrible cough set In besides,
doctors treated him, but he grew worse
every day. At length wo tried Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, and our darling was saved. He's
now sound, and well." Everybody
ougnt to know, it's the only sure cure
for coughs, colds and all lung diseases.
Guaranteed by all druggists. Price 60e
and $1.00. Trial bottles free.
o

Clairvoyant.
Rev. Dr. Hough, clairvoyant and occult teacher, will give readings daily
at No. 411 South Second street. Private lectures and tests, given also;
will teach and develop classes, readings $1 and 2. Call and see him.
Questions answered by mall $1.
LAND SCRIP.
By the use of so called land scrip
be obtained to government

title can

land without cultivation or residence
thereon. All you need to do is to give
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
reason of the exhaustion of a supply
which has been quite limited the price
is advancing. We have a small amount
yet on hand to sell, that Is fully guar
anteed. We also deal In real estate.
loans and investments.
HUGO SEA BERG, Springer. N. M
Electrical Works.
Nash, corner of Lead avenue and
Second street, contractor and dealer
in all kinds of electrical appliances.
Electric door bells, chandallers and
fancy shades, burglar alarms, fans
and motors, and special wiring. Auto
matic phono 401.
M.

o

IF

No tuberculosis preservaline or col
oring In Matthews' Jersey milk.

Kill ivi u,i

1. 1,
packages only, bearing too full
name of He company.

Dralti,

F. a. Jones, e. M., C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surve)
Sturges' European.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Juan C. Jaramillo, Torieon, N. M.;
Correspondence solicited.
Heleno Zanuira, Manzano; W. A.
o
Subscribe for tho Dally Citizen.
Smith. Ellis Winders. Gallup; F. E.
Nelson, San Francisco; Ed E. Ford,
Kansas City; George C. Catlett. San
Francisco;
Esqulpula
Baca, Pena
Blanca; D. J. Gallctan. Brooklyn. N.
Y.; Thomas McCulloch, C'liir aKo; Don
AMlimunn, St. Joseph, Mo.

Hotel Highland.
H. G. Wood worth and wife; L. E.
does diminish the pain accompanying 1).
nsmore. Chilili; D. T. Edwards; J.
maternity. With its aid mothers cau and
do bring healthy, sweet dispositioned II. Ins. El Paso.
and ideal babies into the world.
Metropolitan,
Morning sickness, sore breasts and exHarry W. Einhorn, Chicago, III.
cruciating paius caused by the gradually
expanding organs, are relieved by this
Grand Central.
penetrating ami relaxing liniment.
Among the manifold aids to childbirth
W. J. Rickeman, Winslow, Ariz.
Mother a Friend has cjown in popularity
and gaiued a prestige among rich women
It Saved His Leg.
as well as poor; it is found and welcomed
P. A. Danfonh, of LaGrange, Ga.,
in the mansion as wc-'-l as in the cabin.
suffered for six months with a frightful
a By lessening the mother's agony of mind running sore on his leg; but writes
and diminishing pam a
influence that Iiueklen's Arnica Salve wholly
is wrought upon the hibl. and instead of cured It in Ave days.
For ulcers,
red and bickly forms you wounds, piles, it's the best salve in the
peevish,
Lave healthy, lau.L'l.;!! humanity, remainworld.
Only 2ilc,
Cure guaranteed.
ing a tlessiug ever to you and its country. Sold by all druggists.
All brufrgiMi trU M
ft friend el fi.oo.
Writ fur our tree B"ou
HC SRADFILL0
KEGUUKiS CO., Atlanta. Ca,

3fv

C3TOVP

so far there has been no mention of
boodle in any of these transactions. It
took sixteen years and well, we won't
o
say anything about the rest, to create
INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
Luna county. Hence we say that we
Superintendent Collins turned over are improving In the selection of our
the property yesterday to Supervisor legislators. Doming Headlight.
Wright, who assumed charge today.
A Remarkable Caae.
Mr. Collins and family expect to
leave tomorrow morning for Rocky a One of the most remarkable cases of
on the lungs, causFord, Colo., their future home. It is ingcold,
pneumonia. Is that of Mrs. GerMr. Collins' intention to engage quite trude E. Fcnner, Marlon, Ind., who was
entensively In farming and stock rais entirely cured by the use of One Mln-uting. Mrs. Collins has also resigned
Cough
Cure. She says: "Tho
her position as teacher, and the posi coughing and straining so weakened
tion will be supplied temporarily by me that I run down In weight from
Miss Schach, who recently
arrived 148 to 92 pounds. I tried a number of
remedies to on avail until I used One
from Phoenix.
Minute Cough
Four bottles of
Mrs. Mahaffey has been quite sick this wonderful Cure.
remedy cured me enfor the past few days, but is now con tirely of the cough, strengthened my
valescing.
lungs and restored me to my normal
The farmer and his force of boys are weight, health and strength." 13. H.
busily engaged in the spring farm Brlggs & Co.; S. Vann & Son.
o
work.
All Good Names.
The band gave another delightful
The name selected for the new counconcert last Sunday afternoon.
ties made by the assembly are good
Foley's Honey and Tar
and timely. They will Improve the
Cures coughs and colds.
appearance of the map of New Mexico
Cures bronchitis and asthma.
and will also convince the people of
croup
Cures
and whooping cough.
the country that New Mexico Is more
Cures hoarseness and bronchial of an
American commonwealth than
troubles.
CiU'ea pneumonia and la grippe. Al they Imagine. Roosevelt, Quay, Leonard Wood and Torrance are certainly
varado Pharmacy.
good American names, and of which
Legislators Improving.
any citizen may well be proud. New
That the present legislature of this Mexican.
territory is a better and more intelli
gent body than we have been able to
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
elect for the same purpose before, Is
Alvarado.
shown by the one fact that the Thirty
J. F. McNally, L. W. Morris, San
fifth legislature has already created
Marcial; E. D. Cahn, New York; W. H.
three new counties in New Mexico and Laub,
Denver; Mr. and Mrs. W. White,
F. C. Fox, Las Vegas; George W.
Steele, M. S. Swayze, Indiana; F. J.
Easly. Newton, Kan.; M. R. Williams,
1). Elliott, U. H. Newlee, J. P.
F. D. Marshall, Las Vesas; An
drew Langdon, Uuffalo; W. C. Lang- don, North Dakota; J. F. McDerniott,
San Francisco;
L. Overmeyer,
St.
Louis; C. II. Harris and wife. Miss
Alyce Harris, Chicago; C. Dauer, Kan
sas City; W. E. Ilemis, Chicago; E. D.
Marshall, Philadelphia; E. P. Harlow,
New York; C. It. Luton, W. A. Dorland,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. O. TallKitt, Los
AiiKeles; J. W. Harber, Denver.

anxiety, serious thought
and sweet anticipation.
With the cessation of pain
necessary to childbirth.
there comes calm nerves,
sleep and recuperatiuu.

Syrup of Figs appeals to the cultured and the
and to the healthy, because its
component parts are simple and wholesome
and because it acts without disturbing the
natural functions, as it is wholly free from
every objectionable quality or substance.
In
the process of manufacturing figs are used, as
they are pleasant to the taste, but the medicinal virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained from
an excellent combination of plants known to
be medicinally laxative and to act most beneTo get its beneficial effects buy
ficially.
the genuine manufactured by the
well-inform- ed

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the kidneys and bladder right. Contains nothing Injurious. Alvarado Pharmacy.

STORK
TIME
to
term

a Laxative

Irvsly as

YOU

WANT

A BOY,
A GIRL,
A MAN,
A WOMAN,
TO FIND ANYTHING,
TO BUY ANYTHING,

TO SELL ANYTHING,
TO RENT ANYTHING,
TO LOAN ANYTHING,
TO TRADE ANYTHING,
If you want anything on earth,
put an ad In The Citizen and you
will be sure to get It.

For years this remedy has been the
standard nerve restorative. Tbotuaads
o( happy men owe their newly found
otrength to He nee.
Bexlne Pilla replace weakness and
exhaustion with strength and vigor,
the brain becomes clear; the nerves
steady and calm; gloomy forebodings
are banished and perfect vitality Is fol.
ly restored.
If you are suffering as above, try a
box; you'll be encouraged by Its effect
to take the full course of six boxes -then if you are not entirely cured, we
will refund your money. This satisfactory offer is one of the factors of
our success.
11.00 per box; 8 boxes I with gnaran.
tee tocure or money back), 16 00, mailed
In plain packages, Book tree. PxAl
Msdicihb Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

For sale b7 B. H. ) less ft Co.

One ttftiute Cough Cure
Fop
Cough, Colds and Croup.

Have You
Anything

To Exchange

?

Have you a farm and tfo you
wsnt to trade It for a grocery
"toreT
Have you a horse and do you
want to exchange it for a
piano?
Have you a bicycle and do you
want to exchange It for a
ameraT
Have you a gun and do you
want to trade it for a book-ease- ?
Have you a wash boiler and do
you want to exchange It for
rug?
Have you a pair of skates and
do you want to trade them
for a punching bagt

Have you a stove and do you d
want to trade It for a refrlg- - S
orator?
Have you a dog and do you
want to exchange hln for a

roosterf
I

costs

YOB OBllJ

IC

I

WON

The Daily Citizen

TRY IT! TRY IT1

g

Have you a spring overcoat and $
do you want tt- - exchange It X
for a baby carriage?
S

Want Columns.
CfOrXK8XrOGCKftoe
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Probale Esqulpula linca is here
from Pena Hlanea.
There will be a meeting of the St.
Harmony lodge. No. 17. I. O. O. F.,
meets this evening. Degree drill. All John's Guild at the church parlors on
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock. A
come out.
full attendance Is requested.
and
Passenger trains from both east
o
west due here tonight are reported to
on
time.
here
arrive
The Rio Grande Woolen Mills are nt the San Jose Market tomorrow and
celebrating St. Patrick's day by manu- see the big 800-lb- .
steer that
facturing green yarn.
took the first prize at the Fort Worth
Jose Cigala, who is to become a stock show; absolutely the finest beef
cuts
member of the First Regiment band, ever drought to Albuquerque;
fr ni th's prize beef can be obtained
arrived from EI Paso this morning.
J. H. O ltlelly & Co., next Saturday, only from the SAN JOSE MARKET.
will give away free to every lady
A Grand Concert.
caller a package of sweet pea seeds.
Professor Dl Mauro has made the arReal economy In hoe buying it not
Mrs. Fred Marshall, of Las Vegas, is rangements necessary to give a great
so much In the amount of money you
Mrs. concert on the 14th of April in the Co-- ,
here visiting her mother-in-law- ,
J. C. Marshall, 121 South Arno street. lombo hall. The grand orchestra of
pay us at in what you get for it. A
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Trailer have re twelve pieces will furnish the music
$3.50 shoe it tometimet cheaper than a
to the city from Los Lnnas. Mr. and the singing will be by the best
turned
this:
it
make
$1.50 ahoe. The point we
Is still quite sick with typhoid talent in the city. It is expected that
Trauer
'
We have reason to be proud of our showing of Spring Clothing. It is an expression
Whatever you pay for a ehoe contider
the public In general, and the people
fever.
of the highest type of the tailor's art, and it loses no part of its glory for the
and
example
satisfied
entirely
city,
be
of
will
this
Miss Isabella Harper has gone to
what you get for your money. If you
reason that every garment is a finished one, ready to. put on. There is art in its designing
few with the above concert.
a
with
visit
relatives
to
Denver
buy Sorotit Shoet you get the bett
the art that drapes the human figure to the best advantage; there is quality and value besides.
days. She will go to Nebraska and bo
Fresh fish. SANJOSE MARKET.
thoe value in the market When you
There are over a hundred new patterns from which to nuke selections, among themare:
married.
Mrs. Elizabeth Babbler, of .Tuda.
The Eagles are bound to make their!
come for thoet ask for Sorosia. We
9IS.OO to 922.00
MEN'S FINE DRESS SUITS
Wis., Is the guest of Mrs. John Legler picnic at Colombo ball, March 19, one
, clay worttda mnd fancy mixture.
have them suitable for dress or street
In black or blum
and daughter, Wilhelmina, of South of the grandest affairs of the season.
o
Walter street.
wear.
fl
MEN'S FINE BUSINESS SUITS
91 2. SO to 918.00
We have tancy ana staple groceries
John Legler. of Juda, Wis.. Is visitby
fancy
and
woritada,
cheviot
In
Is
caatlmara.
sustained
galore.
health
Perfect
Wilhelmina,
daughter,
ing his wife and
fresh,'
who have been residents of Albuquer perfect food. We buy our goods
MEN'S WORKING SUITS
93. SO to 91 2. SO
consequently our customers get fresh
que Bince last fall.
untlnlmhad
In
woratadm
and
cattlmora.
& Co.
F. H. Mitchell, who has been serious- goods. D. Weiller
o
We desire to call particular attention to our now complete line of boys' and youths' suits
ly 111 the past few weeks, is reported
and
Swiss cheese 20 cents per
Brick
much lmnroved and his ultimate re pound. SAN JOSE MARKET.
and furnishing goods and invite a careful inspection of this department when fitting out
LENTEN FOODS
covery Is expected.
o
I your boy in new spring attire.
The fine voices of L. Mitchell, F.
Prof. J. A. Miller, who succeeded
be
at
Hungate and Thomas Walsh will
which appeal to the strictest observer Prof. J. P. Connolly, as principal
began his duties beard March 19, at Colombo hall.
of I.enten laws are to be found here the Central schools,
In that position yesterday.
in great variety and so nicely prepared
Latest songs, dances, cake walks and
Attorney A. B. McMillen and family
ami put up as to satisfy the most fas- have returned from a several weeks' jokes at the Eagles' show at Colombo
19. Nothing stale.
tidious palate canned salmon, sar- visit with friends at New Orleans hall, March
o
doing
Gras
Mardi
the
were
there
dines, lobsters and other seafoods; They
The event of the season Eagles
Depot Officer Barton, who has often show at Colombo hall, March 19.
smoked herrings and other fish, prebeen mistaken for John D. Rockefeller
etc.
pared cereals,
RESH grape fruits two for 13 cts;
and other celebrities, will leave in the
nice Dears 12A cents pound; de
morning for Chicago for a couple of
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
licious ripe olives 23 cents pint. SAN
weeks' visit.
Dr. F. A. Jones, of the geological sur- JOSE MARKET.
This certifies that we make daily
vey, left last night for Santa Fe. Mr.
whole wheat, graham and
scientific,
HONEY.
Tuesdays and Thurs.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
bread;
Jones has charge of the taking of the
oatmeal
can of the best extracted
A
mining census for New Mexico, which
rising bread; Saturdays,
honey
$4.00; 13 pounds for $1.00. days, salt
for
is going on rapidly.
Boston brown bread and baked beans;
W. P. Allen, P. O. Box 202.
There will be a meeting of the ladies
choice cakes, pies, cookies and dougho
interested In the proposed St. Joseph's
Miss Eva Lugton and Miss Marguer nuts made daily, and to order. Fresh
sanitarium bazaar at the Alvarado ite Ingrams are going to assist in the fruit cake now on hand. Those who
WedenBday afternoon. The meeting tig show at Colomlo hall March 19. wish genuine home cooking can have
will begin at 2 o'clock and It Is re- Mrs. Berry is training the musical the same by buying from the
WOMAN'S EXCHANGE,
quested
that a good attendance be had. members on the program.
MUST BE STURDY TO STAND THE RACKET THE ROMPINO PLAY
323 South Second street. Bell 'Phone
The grand Jury went Into session
RESH pork tenderloins, farm sau
A15.
INCIDENT TO THE TRIPS TO AND FROM SCHOOL.
yesterday afternoon, but so far nothsage, dressed chickens, fresh fish.
o
ing has been transacted worthy of pubmak-KEFOR TREES, VINES, ETC.,
SCHOOL SHOES
OUR
lic notice. The petit jury organized lobsters, etc, at the SAN JOSE
Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
Wednesday.
See Whltcomb, Eighth and Tljeras.
this afternoon and some of the cases
o
ARE MADE TO WITHSTAND THE HARDEST KNOCKS; STRONG
Roofing Iron,
and Bale
to be tried In this session will be taken
Miss Bertha Loebs Is going to play
AN ACKNOWLEDGED FACT.
up tomorrow.
AXD.STAUNCH. YET NOT CLUMSY.
by
ttextette,
assisted
the piano for the
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
farther
Cerrillos lump goes
Mrs. C. G. Noble, of San Francisco, the First Regiment band, at Coloraho
costs
the
For dressy wear we can fit the boys with Mastiff Shoes that are neat
coal,
but
any
In
Indian
other
Interested
than
greatly
lady
a
Valves.
Fittings,
hall Thursday, March 19.
All kinds of good shoes at lowest prices.''
same. $3 per ton. Hahn.
and trim in appearance.
curios and museums, is a guest at the
viewing
the Lowest Prices
Alvarado for the purpose of
Fresh fish. SANJOSE MARKET.
I
o
the rare and valuable collection of InMONEYIOLOAN
N
ITY.
MUSICAL Or rORTU
dian curios in the Harvey curio and A RARE
A metropolitan concert given under
museum.
On diamonds, watches or any good
of
E. Plnkus, the noted
Oppotite Pcctfice.
224 South Second St.
The Non Sectarian Benevolent so the direction of J.Ndw
security. Great bargain In watchea
with
city,
York
pianist
blind
ciety's pie supper, given in Armijo hall
MACHINISTS'
of the faculty or the of every description.
last night, was not attended as well as the
A. H. YANOW
University
of
School
Mexico
New
considering
the
street, a few doora
It should have been,
MONEY TO LOAN.
Music, Including John Douglas Walker, 20$ South Second
good cause for which it was given. Re
north of postofflce.
Stevens-Himoe- ,
(ac
Mabel
Mrs.
tenor;
gardless of this fact and that quite a
OFFICIAL UNDERTAKtRS
On diamonds, watcnea, etc., or any
companlst); Robert T. Blair, violinist;
good security; also househoM goods
lot of excellent pies were left over, the Joseph A. Blondln, vlollncelllst, and
System
Fe
Road
Rail
Santa
The Foundation of Success In Fitting Glasses Is Commoney.
stored with me; strictly confidential.
ladies took In a neat, sum of
on
be
also
will
Basso,
F.
Thomas,
Edward
Highest rash price paid for household
posed of KNOWLEDGE. Upon That Base Only May
Francis F. Lee, representing the participants. Colombo hall, March 20,
Terms ReaTaught.
Spanish
good. Automatic 'phone 120.
Modern Ambulance Prompt
Also
Peoria,
of
Co.,
Soap
Amole
Mexican
be Built a Business Such as Mine
T. A. WH1TTEN. 114 Gold arenue
1903. Reserved seats $1.00, on sale at
sonable.
111., is In the city for a few days with
Service Day or Night.
16.
March
morning,
Tuesday
Matson's
RYAN
his excelent line of samples ana
MRS.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
o
fresh suuuly of "drummers' yarns.'
For good goods and reasonable 420 North First street, Albuquerque.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
' Look
'X ne gentleman
has a good trade and a prices come to us. D. Weiller & Co.
into Kleinwort's marke'. on
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
North Third street. He has the nicest
number of good friends here, ana con
fresh tcei'.s In the city.
sequently is never In a hurry to leave
North Second St
Alhntiuerque.
We are sole agents for Wheeler ft
BOTH PHONES.
Whson eewing" machines. Albert Fa
Ralph Collins, who recently resignea
ber, 305 Railroad ayenue.
as superintendent of the Albuquerque
See Joseph A. Blondln, manager
Indian schools, will leave in the mornAlvarado Trio, tor music for recep
ing for Rocky Ford, Colo., where he
tlons, musieales, etc. Headquarters at
McSPADDEN-SPRINGEwill take up life on his farm. Superliall & Learnard's.
visor A. O. Wright, of hioux City,
;
If we can come to an understanding TRANSFER COMPANY Iowa, will take charge until the new
superintendent arrives.
cm the ehoe question we'll sell you
some shoes this prlng. We underOn the 12th, while driving on tne
HAUL ANYTHING
Mrs. H. L. Knoud lost tne tan
mesa.
stand that you want good stylish shoes
Piano Moving a Specialty.
jacket belonging to her daughter, Miss
that fit arid wear well. We want you
ana Mrs.
to understand that we have got them Auto. Phone 2S7
Colo. Phone 48 Elsie. That afternoon, Mr.
right here; the best shoes for men,
John S. Neeland, were also out driving
women and children. C. May's popuon the mesa. They noticea tne jacnei
are Hall & Learnard in a position to give the best
lar priced, shoe store, 208 West Raillying alongside the road and picked It
Kodol
road avenue.
up. Mrs. Knoud, on reacning tne cuy,
quality and values in the southwest? Twelve years
Digests what yon
placed a small lost advertisement in
experience has taught them how to buy at the greatThe Citizen. The notice was read by
T.
est discounts (quality considered) offered dealers who
Mr. and Mrs. Neeland, and the day
:
buy for cash and in carload lots.
Wl TH
following the jacket was handed to
Mrs. Knoud, who was proMse in ner
thanks to the finders. It pays to place
your advertisements In a paper havChickering Uros. I'ianos just reof the high-grad- e
ing an established circulation.
piano purchasers and lovers f
Kx

FOR WOMEN

Windows and Store are Full of the Brlghest Ideas ot the

Season In Men's Fine Apparel.

,

tlS

I

ALL STYLES AT

S3.50

TIEIBM

THE RAILROAD A VENUE CLOTHIER

i

K

J. L. BELL & CO.

ef.

POST--

CO.

&

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE

OYS' SHOES..

m

"76"

T

,

Bar

Ties,

one-thir-

Brass

Steam

at

Muensterman

T.

SUPPLIES

ENGINEERS' and

the Piano

Lessons

J. J.

201-21-

V

R

IP DAM
WORTHY

m

OF CONSIDERATION

WHY

Dyspepsia Cure

at

S.

Spring

I

v..

,

f

:

Goods

-- ,,

Monarch Shirts
in Cheviots.
Madras and Oxfords

in the new effect

$1.23

Cluett Shirts
I ' , Is r

in fancy

l'lue'

extra

tine fancy

Madras and Oxfords' colors
absolutely fast.

iiental Sur
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, G:aut
block. Bc.tt. 'phones.
Fresh lobsters. SAN JOSE MAR
KET.
W. V. Woivm. V. T.

MILLINERY OPENING.
We cordially invite you to our
spring opening of pattern bats and
novelties. Styles the latest. Thursday
and Friday. March 19 and 20.
GILBERT MILLINERY CO..
119 West Gold avenue
o

91.79
YOUNG' 8
SPRING
DERBY

93. OO and 94.00

s. L. Washburn
HE

ANOTHER CAR LOAD

bibQLibCbiIsMsI

Millinery Opening.
On Thursday. Friday and Saturday
of this week the O'Brien Sisters, West
Railroad avenue, will hold their spring
opening. The O'Brien Sisters are recently from St. Louis and have an extraordinarily large stock of new millinery, which will be shown on these
days. They are making a specialty of
the "Gage'' tailor made hats. They
also display a large assortment of
Paris and American creations. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

Prospective
ceived.
music are invited to call and inspect them.

VANN, Doctor of Ootics

S. VANM

& SOAf,

JEWELERS AND DRUGGISTS,

Have You Seen That Case of

LEARNARD
HALL
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
&

Fine Mechanical Tools

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

in Our Window

DOCTOR CONNOR, OSTEOPATH.
Rooml1-2-

3

Whiting Building

After drugs have failed, which they some times do, try Osteopathy.
It is founded on iruth and a thorough knowledge of the anatomy and
physiology of the human body. Nothing Bucc9ds like success.
Call or write to me and I will refer you to patients cured by Osteopathy without any injurious effects of drugs.
Yours in the work.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.

Bill

We

Alo t urry a Laiv Stock

of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

